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Whitfield visit
focuses on
drug plans

AG says
records
should be
released

S

GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) — The
Barren County sheriff improperly made a blanket denial
when asked for records of a
grisly murder-suicide involving
two neighbors, an attorney general's opinion says.
Some records should have
been released when one victim's mother requested them
under the Kentucky Open
Records Act, the opinion said.
Others, including photos of
one of the dead and a recording of a frantic 911 call by his
wife, were properly withheld. Privacy rights of the woman, herself a victim of the crime, outweighed public interest in the
materials, Assistant Attorney
General Amye L. Bensenhaver
said.
The case began Feb. 21,
when Joey P. Sowers shot and
killed his neighbor, Shane
Smith. Sowers abucted Cynthia Smith, the dead man's
wife, forced her into the home
of another neighbor, then killed
himself in her presence.
Sowers mother, Roberta
Sowers, asked Sheriff Barney
Jones for a copy of the entire
report, including pictures and
any other documents," from the
investigation. She argued that
no privacy interests were implicated "since the Smith family
knows all the facts and we
need to know also in order to
bring some closure for my family concerning this tragedy that
has invaded both our families."
The attorney general's opinion, which has the force of
law in public-records cases, said
Mrs. Sowers was only partially correct. "Her rights under
the Act are, like any other
member of the public, circumscribed to some extent by the
competing privacy interests of
the victims of the crime,"
Bensenhaver wrote.

Activist calls
for probe
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Civil rights activist Louis Coleman wants the state's human
rights commission to investigate the Kentucky Department
of Corrections' record of hiring
and promoting minority employees.
"We can't do it for them.
but we intend to be a resource."
Coleman said Tuesday.
"They say. 'Nobody's corning to our door.' Well, nobody's
going to come to your door
unless you reach out to them.
The state cannot afford to limp
around with these pitiful numbers."
Coleman met with state corrections commissioner Doug
Sapp on Tuesday.
He said the meeting went
well, but said he still filed an
initial complaint with the Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights.
The commission has 10 days
to evaluate the complaint and
decide whether it merits an
investigation.

Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center Director Eric Kelleher listens as center kitchen
coordinator Rachelle Jones describes a Meals-on-Wheels meal to Rep. Ed Whitfield
during his tour of the facility Tuesday.
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today certainly recognize the importance of a prescription drug benefit
under Medicare to provide help to
those seniors who need medicines,
but really cannot afford them," Whitfield said. "We are, very fortunate
to live in a country in which we
have tremendous research and development for new drugs ... but it
doesn't do any good if you don't
have access to (them)."
Whitfield admitted during his Murray stop that he had not had time
to sufficiently review the Bush plan.
What he did discuss was a plan
passed by the House of Representatives nearly three weeks ago.
"I think it was significant that it
passed because it was the first time

See Page 2

Tires sought for cleanup
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County solid waste management
officials are already making plans
to collect tires for the Sept. 2830 Waste Tire Amnesty Program.
Approximately seven sites containing 100 or more old tires have.
been reported and are scheduled
for pickup next week, said Rita
Burton, the county's solid waste
management coordinator.
She is looking for even more.
"We still don't have those huge
ones that are out there," Burton
said Tuesday afternoon following
the county's Solid Waste Management Advisory Board meeting.
Burton said workers from the

Calloway County Jail's Class D
Felon program and the county
Road Department will help with
the on-site pickups, Burton said.
The pickups will be a prelude
to the one-time amnesty weekend,
which is part of a statewide campaign by the waste management
division of the state Cabinet for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.
Citizens can bring in old tires
for disposal free*pf cost at the
Road Department on Industrial
Road just outside the city limits
off Kentucky 94 East. Drop-off
times will be 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. all
three days.
Tire retailers, agricultural tire

retailers and salvage yards cannot
participate. Businesses that generate less than 10 percent of their
revenue from tire sales can, Burton said.
Tires on rims will be accepted, but tires that are foam-filled;
are used for off-road construction
and earth-moving equipment; or
have pressed-on rims will not.
Larry Callahan with the state
Highway Department said the county should expect to collect one
tire per person, or about 33,000
tires. After the amnesty weekend,
citizens will have to take tires to

• See Page 2

Faculty examines relations
with MSU administrators
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
It was over a year ago when
the Murray State University Faculty Senate voted to censure university president Dr. Kern Alexander.
As the senate convened for its
first meeting of the Fall 2000 semester Tuesday afternoon, the point
was brought up that the censure
has never been officially lifted.
With the drafting of a new faculty handbook last year and heavy
faculty involvement in the search
for a new provost this past sum-

mer,relations between MSU administrators and faculty seemed to
have improved somewhat from the
time of the censure.
"We have made some strides
in terms of improvements of attitudes," said Faculty Regent Jim
Rudolph. "We still have a few
more things that need to be
addressed and worked through."
Alexander's censure stemmed
from the fact that he released student faculty evaluations, which
were categorized as private employee reccirds by the faculty handbook, to the MSU Student Government Association to be posted

on the Internet without first notifying the faculty.
That issue, Rudolph said, is still
up in the air. The MSU Board of
Regents has stood behind the SGA\
decision to post the evaluations,
placing the burden on faculty and
students of devising a new type
of evaluation that would be suitable for publication.
Even though records of the evaluations have been transferred from
the president's office the office of
the provost, the faculty and the

III See Page 2

BERNARD
STRONG WORK...Sam Underwood
derblocks to Bill Marler Tuesday
Lovett Auditorium for the Power
feats of massive strength with a

KANE,Ledger & Times photo
hands one of 700 cinas they help prepare
Team, which combine
missionary message.

Millennium Summit
opens with call to
eradicate war, poverty

NA/ t /1.4
Tonight. Partly cloudy. Low
around 60. Light southeast
wind.
Thursday...Increasing
clouds with a 20 percent chance
of late afternoon showers. High
in the lower 80s.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
On the same day that Republican
presidential hopeful George W. Bush
revealed his prescription drug plan
to the nation, U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield was in Murray to talk about
the first piece of prescription drug
legislation for senior citizens-to -ever
be approved by any branch of Congress.
Whitfield, currently campaigning
to retain his 1st District congressional seat, made several stops in western Kentucky Tuesday in an attempt
to update senior citizens on the current prescription drug situation.
He spoke to several interested
seniors at the Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Center Tuesday morning
"All of us that are in public life

TESTING, TESTING
Murray firefighters underwent physical
testing Tuesday to ensure that the Murray Fire Department is meeting all OSHA
regulations. (Top) Donna Hahs of Occupational Healthcare Resource Consultants
Inc. of Paducah administers a vision test
to Murray firefighter Justin Franklin. (Left)
Franklin undergoes a respiratory test.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photos

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — An unprece- police." Clinton said.
He specifically called on the Indonesian
dented gathering of world leaders opened
Wednesday to chart the course of the Unit- authorities "to put a stop to these abuses."
ed Nations in the 21st century — particu- Indonesian President Abdurrahman Wahid
larly its efforts to forge peace. The meet- was in the audience.
At the urging of the U.N. Secretarying was clouded by a faraway reminder of
the challenges facing the international body: General Kofi Annan, the leaders held a
the killings of three U.N. aid workers in minute of silence at the start of the meeting to commemorate the deaths of the three
West Timor.
President Clinton said he was. deeply aid workers slain Wednesday after an angry
saddened to learn of the "brutal" slaying pro-Indonesian mob and militiamen attacked
of the three workers and told the the U.N. and burned the office of the U.N. High
Millennium Summit — the largest ever Commissioner for Refugees.
Annan announced the attack to the sumgathering of world leaders — that the United Nations must be better prepared to con- mit, telling leaders it was a "somber" reminder
of the dangers U.N. staff face every day.
front such hostilities.
Even before rioters overwhelmed the U.N.
"Increasingly, the United Nations has
been called into situations where brave peo- refugee agency in the Indonesian-controlled
ple seek reconcilitation but where the ene- territory, there were no illusions that the
mies seek to undermine it," Clinton said, three-day summit in New York would in
citing U.N. peacekeeping operations in East itself change the world and cure it of its
ills.
Timor and Sierra Leone.
"The problems seem huge," Annan said,
"But in both cases, the U.N. did not
have the tools to finish the job. We must listing poverty, the AIDS epidemic, Wall
provide those tools, with peacekeepers who and environmental degradation. "But in
can be rapidly deployed with the right train- today's world, given the technology and
ing and equipment, missions well-defined
and well-led, with the necessary civilian II See Page 2
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that a comprehensive drug benefit for senior citizens under
Medicare has ever been passed in
the United States Congress," Whitfield said. "This is not final, but
it is significant because it shows
a real commitment to come up
with a plan."
Whitfield said the House plan
was modeled after the same health
plan federal employees currently
have, which gives those that use
it several different options to choose
from.
Under the house plan, there
would be a $37 per month premium. A plan proposed by Democrats in Washington features a $24
per month premium that would
rise to $50 after five years. Whitfield said the $37 premium in the
plan the House approved would
not rise.
The House plan would feature
a $250 deductible each year. Under
the plan, if a person's prescription drug costs ran up to $2,100
per year, the beneficiary would
pay half of the cost and the federal government would pick up
the rest.
"Between there and $6,000, the
beneficiary would have to pick up
all that cost, but if ... their drug
costs are in_excess of $6,000 a
year. the federal government would
pay all that cost," Whitfield said.
Whitfield also defended the plan
against accusations that it featured

IN Faculty...

•••

too much private involvement.
"It is true that the federal government would decide which insurance companies would be offering the benefit, but there would
have to be at least two or maybe
more companies in every region
of the country so every senior citizen would have a choice of which
plan they want each year," he said.
"Under their plan, the entity
that would dispense the drugs is
referred to as a pharmacy benefit
manager," Whitfield said. "Pharmacy benefit managers are private
companies that are already in existence around the country working
with various HMOs, so even in
their plan, there is a private entity in it."
Despite the differences in philosophy, though. Whitfield said
there are similarities between the
Democratic and Republican plans.
"Under both of them, if your
income is 135 percent of the poverty level or below, the government
is going to pick up even your
premium cost, and if it's 175 percent or below, then they're going
to pick up a portion of that,"
Whitfield said. "So, if a person's
income is around $12,000 or less,
they're probably not even going
to have to pay a premium."
Despite current efforts, though,
Whitfield said no one's plan is going
to see the light of day before next
year.
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"There are some parts of the
country where under Medicare you
can obtain prescription drugs," he
said. "Medicare ... has a formula called the adjusted average per
capita cost formula, in which they
calculate the amount of money
available for every senior citizen
in every county in America. In
rural areas, that fommla is calculated in such a way that it's biased
toward the urban areas, and that's
why we're trying to change it."
Whitfield also criticized the
Health Care Financing Administration for "micromanaging" the
American health care system.
"You talk to any health care
professional and they will tell you
they have to spend so much - time
on forms ... that it, literally, is
interfering with their effectiveness," he said.
Whitfield said he believes the
Bush plan would be more "liberal" than the one the House passed.

From Page 1
a tire dealer and pa) to have them

disposed, he added.
On-site pickups can be scheduled by calling Burton's office(7593549). She said she can also make
-arrangements with people who
"absolutely cannot get there by 5
p.m. those three days."
"We want the tires picked up,"
she said.
Burton said she has already
received calls about the program.
"Word has gotten around," she
said, citing newspaper and radio
advertisements, news stories and the
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"All of this is sort of moot
since both of the presidential candidates came out with their plans
today," he said. "Neither one of
those plans is going to be adopted."
The development of a prescription drug plan, according to
Whitfield, is only part of the problem right now. He said the Medicare
system itself is also home to some
troublesome problems, too.
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children at least 15 minutes every night.

recent inclusion of fliers in the
Murray Electric System bills.
"We want to ,continue to do
that (tell about the amnesty weekend)," Burton added. She noted
that she and others will talk about
the program at upcoming civic
organization meetings.
As an incentive, people who
bring in tires during the amnesty
weekend can register for a set of
R14 or R15 tires, which will be
given away Sept. 30. Carroll Tires
agreed to donate the tires, said
Sheriff Stan Scott.
Burton said the solid waste advisory board will meet again in
October to discuss the amnesty
weekend with a member of the
state Division of Waste Management.

From Page 1
board of regents have still not
come to terms on a type of evaluation that faculty members feel
comfortable releasing to the public.
"That is something we still need
to work on," Rudolph said. "We
hop we can get that clarified before
any more of them go up on the
Web."
There is also the matter of a
faculty survey conducted last year
in which a majority of the faculty polled expressed severe criticism of the job Alexander has
done at the university. Rudolph said,
though, that Alexander has not
shown much concern with those
results.
"He really didn't know how to
respond," Rudolph said. "He was
not very upset becalse I guess he
thinks other presidents at other
universities have more problems
with their faculty than he does
here."
While the tone of Tuesday's
meeting was not as critical as
some past meetings, some faculty
members still expressed concerns
over lack of communication
between faculty and administrators.
Bob Pilgrim, a professor in the
department of computer science
and information systems, for example, questioned why a clause in
faculty contracts that stated all MSU
faculty and administrators would
be required to follow the rules of
the faculty handbook that was
removed last year had not been
included in the contracts again this
year.
"Removing the reference to the
faculty handbook was how Dr.
Alexander responded to our censure about the evaluations being
online," Pilgrim said. "The fact
that it was not in there is my
concern."
Another example arose when Bill
Mulligan,associate professor of history, criticized how the responsibility of supplying note-takers for
students with disabilities, a
requirement of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, had been shifted
from the administration to the faculty with no consultation.
"I don't see the evidence of
better relations," he said. "I think
it's as bad as it ever was, and
maybe worse."

• Summit ...
From Page 1

Documents show tires
had problems two years
before recall was issued
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. collected data from 1997 to 1999 indicating possible safety problems
with the same tire models that were
recalled last month, according to
documents obtained by The Associated Press. Officials with Ford Motor Co., which uses the tires, previously said the tire maker told them
it did not compile such data.
The internal Bridgestone/Firestone documents marked "confidential" show most of the customer
reports of tread separation involved
tires from the company's Decatur,
III., plant. More than a third of the
reports involved the P235/75R15
size tires that now are under recall.

But it wasn't until tour months
ago that the federal government began investigating the case and less
than a month ago that
Bridgestone/Firestone announced a
voluntary recall of 6.5 million
ATX, ATX II and Wilderness tires.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration said it has
received more than 1,400 complaints, including reports of 88
deaths and at least 250 injuries that
may be linked to the tires.
The chief executives of Ford and
Bridgestone Corp., the parent company of Bridgestone/Firestone,
were scheduled to testify before a
House panel Wednesday afternoon.
The hearings were focusing on why
it took so long to recall U.S. tires
when there was evidence of problems overseas much earlier.

The tire maker announced a recall on Aug. 9 of the P235/75R15size ATX and ATX II models as
"Why did we have to wait for
well as Wilderness AT tires in the
perhaps 80 people to die on the
same size. Many of thtotireS were
made at the Decatur plant. The tires highway for somebody to pay atare standard equipment on some tention to the problem?" asked Rep.
Ford models, including the Ex- Billy Tauzin, R-La., who was to
plorer.
preside over the House hearing.
The documents are not dated, so
Both Ford and Bridgestone/Fireit is unclear when the data were stone say they still do not know
compiled. However, Ford and what is causing the tread separaBridgestone/Firestone have main- tion, blowouts and other defects
tained no statistics were compiled customers have reported.
showing problems with the tires
According to a Ford memo cited
analyzed in Wednesday's editions of The
Ford
until
Bridgestone/Firestone's claims of Washington Post, The Wall Street
property damage or injuries in late Journal and USA Today, BridgesJuly and early August.
tone/Firestone had "major reservaFord spokesman Jon Harmon tions" about Ford's plan last year to
said he was unaware of the internal recall the tires in Saudi Arabia bedocuments. "It's the first time I've cause the tire maker felt the U.S.
heard of this information," he said.
Transportation Department would
Bridgestone/Firestone did not have to be notified.
immediately return a call seeking
A congressional staffer verified
comment.
the memo exists, but could not proThe documents show that of the vide details.
506 light-truck-tire claims reported
Bridgestone/Firestone spokesto Bridgestone/Firestone in 1997, woman Christine Karbowiak said
54 percent were for the ATX II the company did not participate in
tires. In 1998, 59 percent of 854 Ford's foreign recalls because it
claims were for that model and in had no evidence of a manufacturing
1999 51 percent of the 1,105 claims or design defect.
were on ATX II tires.
"If Ford believed at that time
The documents were made there was a safety-related defect, it
available to the AP on the same day was Ford's obligation to comply
that two congressional hearings with regulatory requirements," she
were opened to find out when the said.
Last week, NHTSA issued a
companies discovered the problem
and why the recall did not come warning about the safety of 1.4 milearlier.
lion tires beyond the 6.5 million re"This hearing is not just about called models. Bridgestone/Firethe topic of safety," said Sen. Rob- stone continues to insist there is no
ert Byrd, D-W.Va., at a morning reason to expand the recall to inhearing of the Senate Appropria- clude those tires.
tions transportation subcommittee.
Rep. Fred Upton, chairman of
one of the House subcommittee
"It's about the topic of honesty."
Multiple lawsuits charging that that was holding a hearing, said
the tires could lose their tread or Tuesday he was especially disapblow out on the road have been pointed that NHTSA did not get infiled over the past 10 years, and volved in the case until this year,
Ford started recalling the tires on even though State Farm Mutual Inits vehicles in 16 foreign nations surance Co. has said it notified the
more than a year ago amid reports agency in July 1998 that it had
of safety problems.
documented 21 crashes caused by
Ford did not tell U.S. officials Firestone's ATX tires.
"We need to find out if
when it conducted the overseas recalls and is not required to do so by NHTSA's been asleep at the
wheel," Upton said.
law.

New York on Tuesday for the first
time in five years. He is expectthe resources around, we have the ed to speak out against American
means to tackle them. If we have domination of the United Nations
the will, we can deal with them." in his five minutes on the podiWhile Annan is hoping for new um Wednesday afternoon.
commitments to the U.N. goals of
The United States also can
ending poverty and wars, some expect an earful from more friendheads of state are expected to use ly countries.
the three days of speeches, disRussian President Vladimir Putin
cussions and meetings to push their
and
Chinese President Jiang Zemin,
own agendas — including those
both of whom speak after Clinton
critical of the United States.
on Wednesday, are likely to use
In a taste of what may come, the gathering to continue rallying
North Korea denounced the Unit- international support against U.S.
ed States as a "rogue state" Tues- national missile defense plans.
day, claiming the government was
Clinton's announcement last
responsible for allegedly ordering
week
-that he would leave it to
the search of members of the delthe
next
administration to decide
egation as they switched planes
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
in Germany. The incident prompt- whether and when to deploy such
• Robert A. Colson, 26, of Kentucky 94 East, was arrested Friday and
ed Pyongyang to call off the sum- a system will be welcomed by charged with second-degree burglary for allegedly taking about $2,300
mit trip by No. 2 leader Kim Yong many leaders who have criticized worth of items, including a stereo system, 110 compact discs and 20 video
Nam, head of the communist coun- the U.S. plans as a threat to 30 games, from the Jason Anderson home last week. Colson reportedly adtry's parliament, who had been years of arms control treaties.
'mined to the burglary, which happened when the back door was pried
scheduled to meet South Korean
open, and told investigators where the items were located.
But analysts have predicted that
• Ricky Don Overbey, 40, of Johnny Robertson Road, was released
President Kim Dae-jung.
Jiang will use the summit — and
from
the Calloway County Jail Tuesday on a $9,000 surety bond after he
American Airlines apologized for a one-on-one meeting with Clinturned
himself in earlier in the day to answer a warrant charging him with
ton
—
to pressure the United States
the search and said no U.S. govflagrant
non-support.
to
cancel
the
proposal
agency
took
part.
White
altogether.
ernment
• Timothy Cleve Smith, 40, of Buchanan, Tenn., was arrested Sunday
House spokesman Joe Lockhart said
Clinton does have meetings
morning on a Calloway County grand jury indictment warrant charging
the search was partially a result planned on the summit sidelines
with manufacturing methamphetamine. He remained in jail Wedneshim
of misunderstandings.
with Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
day morning in lieu of a $10,000 cash or property bond.
Washington also is expected to Barak and Palestinian leader Yass•Sandra S. Joy, 50, of Navigator Drive, was injured Saturday when she
come under fire from Cuban Pres- er Arafat to try to relaunch Mideast
swerved
to avoid another vehicle on a curve on Speaker Trail and hit a
ident Fidel Castro, who arrived in peace talks.
tree. She was treated for chest and face bruises at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and released, a hospital spokesman said.
1
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Firefighters worked 2 1/2 hours early Monday morning on a fire that
destroyed a barn owned by Gary Brame that contained about four acres of
tobacco. Fifteen firefighters in five trucks responded to the fire, which was
reported just after midnight. The barn was located on Backusburg Road on
the Graves County line.
Murray Police Department
•Police are still investigating a rash of car break-ins near the northwest
3980 Murray Paris Rd.• Hazel,
area by Murray State University in which radios and compact disc players
KY
The building is located 1 mile
were taken. Seven thefts were reported on Friday from Olive, Hamilton
off Hwy 641 between Murray
and Hazel.
and nearby areas. Police say they have received eight to 10 such reports in
the last two weeks.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
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Report calls for change in organization
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — the council must decide whether
Micro-City Government, a youth to resume funding of the nonprofit
organization whose founder and agency or allow it to dissolve.
Ron Berry, who led Micro-City
executive director was convicted
of sodomy, should be completely 'for more than 30 years, resigned
revamped or shut down, a report in March after his conviction on
12 counts of sodomy. In May,
said.
Mayor Pam Miller delivered a Mayor Pam Miller said that about
blue-ribbon panel's management $99,000 in local funding for the
recommendations and an audit con- organization would be held up
cerning Micro-City to the Urban until the organization met a list
County Council on Tuesday. Now. of conditions, which included hir-

ing a permanent director and
restructuring its board.
A nu-nber of those conditions
were met, Nathan Sullivan, president of Micro-City's board said
in July.
But the blue-ribbon committee,
which includes social-service leaders, found that Micro-City Government has no specific mission,
no formal rules for hiring and firing, and few requirements for

Chinese delegation to visit
Burley tobacco, grown mostly
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Althauser said.
But the delegation will look at in an eight-state belt with Kengovernment delegation from China
will get a look at Kentucky's tobac- blue mold — a fungus that can tucky at its center, is a prime
co crop with an eye towards export take a heavy toll on a tobacco ingredient in high-quality cigarettes.
crop if left unchecked — and talk
The belt produces the best burthis Friday.
Burley tobacco growers — with with Bill Nesmith, a University ley in the world, but government
415 million pounds of surplus and of Kentucky specialist in tobacco price supports keeps its price about
a facing a steep quota cut — are pathology.
twice as high as that of foreign
Blue mold doesn't exist in China, burley.
hopeful that it will result in new
markets.
As a consequence, U.S. exports
and it was the reason given by
"We're trying to introduce them China for its ban on American of burley leaf is down and forto some burley," said Scott tobacco.
eign burley is used by American
Althauser, leaf processing superU.S. experts hope to persuade cigarette manufacturers. That has
visor for the Burley Tobacco Grow- Chinese officials that cured leaf led to a 65 percent cut in burley
ers Cooperative Association in Lex- does not carry a blue-mold threat. quota — the amount that farmers
ington. "They get some from other
In North Carolina and Virginia, are allowed to grow — in the last
countries, but hopefully it's not the Chinese visited farms and three years.
the quality we can produce."
Industry authorities such as UK
looked closely at leaves and growThe Chinese arrived in North ing plants. They questioned fed- tobacco economist Will Snell estiCarolina last week and looked over eral agriculture officials about cul- mates direct sales to China are a
flue-cured tobacco there and in tivation and harvesting techniques. few years off.
Virginia.
The visit came after the Chinese government agreed in May
to lift an 11-year ban on American tobacco.
Chinese leaders say they will
put regulations in effect on Nov.
...Weritage
ortument Co.
30 to allow imports to begin.
The members will arrive in LexKeepsake Monuments,Inc.
ington on Friday and depart for
Tennessee next Tuesday after a
•Computer generated designs
visit with Gov. Paul Patton in Frank•Competitive prices
fort.
•Memorialization is our only business
Details of the group's Kentucky
•Large outdoor and indoor display
visit have not been finalized,

employees. Many corporate documents and policies haven't been
revised since the 1980s and most
members of the board of directors skip meetings frequently.
"In order to regain the community respect and support it will
need to continue, Micro-City needs
to undertake a major renewal," the
committee wrote.
The entire board of directors
must resign and be replaced with
fresh directors, some of whom
should have experience in the
worlds of business, youth development and government, the committee said. A new executive director should be hired, somebody with
at least a master's degree in social
work, psychology or a related field,
it said.

Micro-City has offered social and
educational activities to inner-city
youths since 1969. It is not a city
agency, but the city has been its
largest source of funds, contributing more than $1 million during
the 1990s alone.
The audit was. conducted by a
Lexington accounting firm. It
focused on allegations of misuse
of funds. Specifically, auditors tried
to determine whether Micro-City
Government leaders received kickbacks from employee paychecks.
and whether the agency paid
employees and vendors for work
not performed.
Tig auditors said they couldn't
answer those questions definitively because Micro-City Government's records are so incomplete

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

The audit also found that Berry,
sentenced to three years in prison
but free on appeal, continues to
have check-writing authority over
Micro-City Government bank
accounts. Auditors said his access
to the accounts should be severed
immediately.

MURRAY
TELEPHONE NJ CO K.ILONO
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ELECTRONICS
AUDIO • VIDEO - COMMUNICATIONS
506 N. 12th Street • 270-753-7567
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$49.00
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.
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0BELLSOUTH Mobility

(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

that it can be impossible to fol
low the dollars.
Employees submitted time sheets
without
n-in or sign-out informati n, or nyone's signatures:
themsel'.es
employees issued
expense checks without showing
exactly where the money went:
and employees were issued paycheck-advance loans, without the
necessary records to show how
the money was repaid, auditors
noted.

*2 Year Contract
of BellSouth 35
Required

Arnold to
serve as
KACo head
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AR)— Bob
Arnold, the commissioner of the
state Department for Local Government, has been named to replace
Mike Magee, who resigned last
week as executive director of the
Kentucky Association of Counties.
Magee's resignation, which was
accepted Thursday by the KACo
board, came in the wake of complaints about his management by
several employees.
KACo handles more than $200
million a year in taxpayer money
to provide insurance and borrowing options for counties. A former Ballard County judge-executive, Magee came to the association in 1997 to steer it out of
financial trouble.
But in late June, KACo President Sandy Watkins announced that
Magee had been put on paid leave
pending an internal investigation
of employees' complaints about
matters that Watkins described as
sensitive and personal.
Watkins said Tuesday that Magee
had offered to resign immediately if the KACo board would agree
to pay his $90,000 salary and benefits for the one year remaining
in his contract.
"He felt it was in the best interest of KACo and the best interest of his family to pursue other
interests and get out," Watkins
said.
Watkins said the resignation was
not requested by KACo's board
or executive committee. Watkins
said attorneys who conducted the
internal investigation reported their
findings Aug. 23 to KACo's executive committee. Watkins would
not elaborate on the nature of the complaints.
Arnold is a former Franklin
County judge-executive who has
been commissioner of the Department for Local Government since
Gov. Paul Patton's administration
began in December 1995.
"I'll probably start with KACo
around the first of November. I've
got stuff I need to wrap up here
and give the governor some time
to do what he needs to do in
finding a replacement for me,"
Arnold said.
Arnold said he earns $89,500
as local government commissioner and, though salary negotiations
are ongoing with KACo, he expects
to make a little more in the new
job.
The KACo board also voted
last week to hire Gil McCarty,
who was state insurance commissioner in the 1980s during the
term of Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
as deputy director to oversee
KACo's insurance programs.
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we invite you to

move with us. We're

even offering some terrific
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incentives to switch banks,
including a completely hassle-
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free method of moving your
accounts. You deserve to bank
with people who are moving
ahead to provide you better
service. Comejoin us at
The Murray Bank.
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A Few Good Reasons To Move:
• 250 FREE checks
• 6 months FREE checking, or
44 12 rrionths FREE checking with direct deposit
• s5 to you for old checks & ATM cards
• FREE "no-hassle" account transfer
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Murray Bank
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A Better Way OfBanking
We're Keeping Our Same Convenient Banking Hours
9a.m. to 4 p.m •Fritias —.a.m.to 6 p.m.
Mon
Satuttlin —9a.m, to noon•Drnr-thm akn•open 8 am
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FROM OUR READERS
Column helped .
to explain issue

nition of a "foundation" in the state of Kentucky
and where it best fits in our community.
All sides of this disagreement must have referred
to a lawyer for their options. It also says there is
the loss of "common sense" as to what is best for
this hospital and community.
Dear Editor:
This local situation further justifies the book
Amy
Wilby
"Take It To The Court" written
"The
Death Of Common Sense"(How Law Is SufediSept.
1
in
the
Forum
page
the
part
of
son as
America ) written by Philip K. Howard.
focating
tion of the Ledger & Times helped the public a
Mr.
Howard
was born in Kentucky now practices
great deal in trying to understand the exchange
state
of New York.
law
in
the
County
between members of the Murray-Calloway
Hospital board and others relative to the actions
Einar R. Jenstrom
taken on the subject of a hospital foundation.
1553 Mockingbird Dr.
Her conclusion "It's time to go to court" says
Murray, KY 42071
that lawyers apparently cannot agree on the defi-

No pulling of punches
WASHINGTON (AP) — To
dramatize the plight of Falun Gong
members in China, the Clinton
administration is citing the case
of a 60-year -old woman who died
following torture inflicted by
authorities because of her activities in the spiritual sect.
Robert Seiple, ambassador-atlarge for international religious freedom, told reporters Tuesday that
affer the woman's death, her daughter was asked to pick up the body.
"Her body was totally covered
with bruises," Seiple said. "She
had dried blood in the ears, the
eyes, the nose. She had all of her
teeth broken. We have one credible report that she was made to
run outside in the snow with her
shoes off until she dropped."
The recounting of that anecdote, replete with gory detail. may
make it difficult for the critics to
accuse the administration of sugarcoating China's human rights
record as it seeks votes from Congress on extending permanent normal trade relations to China.
That is one of the administration's highest priorities during the
final few weeks of the legislative
session.
Approval
would
facilitate
China's entry into the World Trade
Organization, which sets rules for
global commerce.
Some in Congress do not believe
China is entitled to normal trade
tics without conditions, and they
cite continued repression as a key
reason.
The House already has approved
the legislation. Administration officials are confident they have the
votes in the Senate as well, and
Senate action could come within
two weeks.
Approval would do away with
the annual process whereby China
is given normal tariff rates only
after annual congressional reviews

WASHINGTON TODAY
GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
ot China's human rights performance.
President Clinton believes the
legislation will bring enormous benefit to the U.S. economy by lowering existing bathers in China to
U.S. trade and investment.
The occasion for Seiple's
remarks was the release Tuesday
of the annual State Department
report on the status of international freedom worldwide.
The _congressionally mandated
report, covering 194 countries and
territories, said government respect
for religious freedom in China
deteriorated over the past year as
persecution of several religious
minorities increased.
While finding that government
supervision of religious activity
was minimal in some regions, the
study said Chinese officials in
other regions "imposed tight regulations, closed houses of worship
and actively persecuted members
of some unregistered religious
groups,"
The report said persecuted
groups in China "were subject to
"harassment, extortion, prolonged
detention, physical abuse and incarceration in prison or in 'reeducation through labor" camps.
"There were credible reports of
religious detainees being beaten
and tortured," the report said. •
Many analysts believe China
has come a long way from the
days when various Communist
Party campaigns, including the
1966-76 Cultural Revolution,
claimed the lives of millions.

By that standard, China is a
far more benign place than.it was.
But that matters little to China's
many U.S. critics, who believe
that China's record is abysmal not
only on human rights but on other
issues as well.
Sen. Jesse Helms,.chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, gave a speech Tuesday on
the Senate floor in which he cited
a whole host of reasons for not
granting permanent trade status to
China.
They included threats to Taiwan, alleged Chinese adventurism
in the South China Sea and "reckless proliferation of weapons among
its fellow criminal regimes around
the world."
"The fact is, the United States
has had normal trade relations with
China for the past 20 years,"
Helms, R-N.C. "Yet Communist
China's behavior has not improved
one iota — it has worsened dramatically on every one of these
fronts during those two decades
of normal trade."
Helms didn't even mention
human rights on his list of grievances. He said he would have
more to say on the subject at a
later time.
In the meantime, Clinton will
meet with Chinese President Jiang
Zemin at the U.N. Millennium Summit this week in New York.
There will be no shortage of
issues to talk about.
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A win-win situation
One of state government's
biggest successes - and one the
general public knows virtually nothing about - is Kentucky Correctional Industries, operated by the
Corrections Cabinet.
The program puts prison inmates
to work, and its main focus is
manufacturing top-quality office
furniture aiailable to state agencies at substantially less than furniture produced in the private sector.
It's a decidedly win-win situation.
Prison inmates learn valuable
skills they can use when they are
released or paroled.
State government has access to
office furniture that everyone agrees
is first quality. And the taxpayers
save some money.
But another program that Correctional Industries operates came
in for some sharp legislative questioning last week, questioning that
Corrections Cabinet officials will
be at pains to explain in future
meetings with legislators.
At issue is a contract between
the Cabinet for Health Services
and Correctional Industries to pay
prison inmates to make computer
entries of personal information
about Kentuckians that is contained on birth and death certificates, marriage licenses, divorces
and such public documents. In
some cases, those documents contain • birth date and, even more
disturbing, Social Security numbers.
At a time when identity theft
has become a serious problem
nationwide, members of the General Assembly's Government Contract Review Committee took a
dim view of turning over to convicted felons such highly personal information about Kentuckians.
The head of the prison work
program, Tom Grissom, tried to
reassure committee members that

ANALYSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
security in the data entry program Correctional Industries screens the
is tight.
minimum security inmates who
Inmates can't take writing mate- work in the data entry program,
rial or personal items, into , the there is a mg chance some inmate ,
work area, they don't have access will figure out a way to use the
to copiers, and they are under.the informaticiA passiag before him to
eye of civilian supervisors at all his advantage.
times.
Is the possibility of a similar
Documents going into the work incident to the one in 1993 worth
area are carefully monitored and the amount of money the state
reconciled with documents com- saves with the program?
ing out.
A Health Services Cabinet offiBut the committee members cial said the state pays Correcwere not told the reason a simi- tional Industries $7.50 per 10,000
lar work program was stopped key strokes. If the work were conbetween 1993 and 1998. In 1993, tracted out to private industry, the
an inmate was entering data into rate would be three times the
a computer when he came across $7.50.
private medical information and
But clearly, we're not talking
birth data on the woman, he had millions of tax dollars saved, probbeen convicted of raping.
ably not hundreds of thousands of
He mailed the information to dollars saved.
the woman, who was understandThe Contract Review Commitably appalled and upset. She com- tee doesn't have the power to
plained bitterly and sued the state reject the Correctional Industries
for violating her right to privacy. contract outright. It can defer its
That very embarrassing incident approval, however, and demand
brought the'computer entry program that the reasons for the contract
to a standstill until it was reopened be more fully explained at some
two years ago. The latest contract future time. That's what it did last
extends the program further.
week.
Obviously, the security measTeaching qualified inmates comures Grissom outlined to the skep- puter skills probably i even more
tical committee members should valuable than teaching them how
prevent a similar breach of pri- to make file cases and desk chairs.
vacy from happening again.
But surely there is a better way
But the operative word here is of teaching those skills and then
"should," because even with the using them commercially, without
best of intentions, there are putting personal information about
inevitable breaches that are going unaware Kentuckians into the hands
to occur.
of people with a history of breakAnd no matter how carefully ing the law.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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Aug. 28 — The Tulsa (Okla.) World, on race:
To say that _looks don't matter would be naive.
But the scientists studying the human genome are
convinced that race doesn''t matter.
And that finding is as intriguing and encouraging as being able to say that looks don't matter.
"Race is a social concept, not a scientific one"
said the head of Calera Genomics, the private
company mapping the structure of human DNA.
Scientists have found that common racial attributes — skin color, hair types, the shapes of the
head, eyes and noses — make up only a fraction
of the genome, about 0.01 percent. Genes that
shape intelligence, artistic skill and other attributes
are more complex and are not related to appear-
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ance.
Science was not innocent in the advance of
racism. Often encouraged by racist leadership, scientists around the world devised what are now
known to be mostly useless studies such as skull
shapes, brain weight and even IQ tests. ...
As Dr. Harold Freeman, a Manhattan surgeon
and expert on biology and race said: "Science got
us into this problem. Scientists should now get us
out of it. They need to be leaders in promoting
an evolutionary understanding of the human race."
Science has proven that we are all descended
from an "Eve" who originated in Africa.
Finally having a chance, with scientific proof,
to put the ugliness and heartbreak of racism behind
us would make our ancient mother proud.

WALTER L. APPERSON

AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
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ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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MSU enrollment breaks 9,000 mark
If anyone had doubts That Mur- gral part of the university's total
ray State University would see an head count. Reports show that
increase in enrollment for the 2000- enrollment has climbed at all of
01 term, they can put them to the MSU sites near community
rest now that the figures have sur- colleges which include Hopkinsville, Paducah, Madisonville
faced.
According to Phil Bryan, dean and Owensboro.
Dr. Don Robertson, vice presof admissions and registrar, it looks
like Murray State will break the ident for student affairs, says the
9,000 mark with early figures indi- surge in enrollment has a rebound
cating 9,050 students being admit- effect that is also good news for
ted for the fall semester. Last many auxiliary units such as housyear's enrollment stood at 8,950 ing and food services. He explains
"Much of this boost is attrib- that while any increase is good,
uted to an increase of 70 new it's especially advantageous for the
freshmen students, a solid five per- universitrgo attract students who
cent above the 1999-2000 fresh- reside on campus.
"Revenue figures at this time
man class," Bryan stated. "Another positive factor," he noted, "is are hard to predict and will change
that the number of students trans- daily until we have passed the
ferring to Murray State from com- deadline extended to students who
AUTOMOTIVE TOUR...Automotive teacher Brad Tucker and munity colleges is up nine per- participate in any of the university's various meal plans," said Bill
Randy Cunningham of Cunningham Auto Repair tour the newly cent over last year."
A new 2+2 teacher education Benriter, director of Food Services.
renovated automotive department at the Murray-Calloway Area
program implemented this fall has Benriter said a variety of options
Technical Center.
enrolled 100 prospective teachers are available for students to choose
who have identified it as a con- which plan they would like to
venient way to earn a certificate purchase. "Right now things look
in elementary education without very good," he remarked. "Final
traveling to a major campus to com- figures are difficult to access at
plete classes. According to John this time because we provide a
Yates, dean of the Center for Con- transitional period where students
tinuing Education and Academic can actually switch to a different
Thomas Richard (Dick) Holland Sr., 86, Bartlesville, Okla., died
Outreach, course offerings like this meal plan if they find one better
Monday, Sept. 4, 2000, at the Jane Phillips Medical Center there. His
are what make Murray State's dis- suited to their needs. I feel cerdeath followed an extended illness.
tance learning programs an inte- tain however that when everything
Born in Murray, Ky., on July 25, 1914, he was the third of Ilse
sons of the late Emmet Norman Holland and Sadie Keys Holland
The family moved to Coalgate, 04da., in 1917, where Mr. Holland
then attended Central Teachers College.
During the 1930s and 1940s Mr. Holland has several assignments
NEW YORK (AP) - Quick
with the U.S. Government in Oklahoma as well as overseas in Saudi
Just because MTV's airtime is
Arabia and Egypt for the U.S. Foreign Service. During World War II, -.quiz: Who's won the most MTV now dominated by such young
he served as a technical sergeant in the U. S. Army, receiving a num- Video Music Awards? Bonus ques- acts as Britney Spears and 'N
tion: Who won the most awards Sync, don't expect a G-rated slumber of citations including the Legion of Merit.
ber party.
Mr. Holland was a 30-year employee of Phillips Petroleum Com- last year?
Question three: Who cares?
pany and pioneered the company's entry into the Middle East. His
"There is still a tremendous
Awards are never really the point expectation on behalf of our audiability to speak Arabic was an asset in these assignments.
of the Video Music Awards, any- ence to completely surprise them,
A genealogist, he wrote a number of books on the Holland and
way.
shock them, take risks and do
related families. He is co-founder of the Holland reunion held annuThe show's real purpose is to things that nobody else would do."
ally in Murray. He also published a book about his cousin, E.D. Nix,
create those pop culture moments said MTV president Van Toffler.
one of the first U.S. marshals in Oklahoma Territory.
that make you cringe or laugh out "That hasn't changed even though
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Faye Holland, to whom he had
been married for over 63 years; one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Faye loud, preferably both. You're much the composition of the music has
Demory, Lovington, N.M.; one son, Thomas R. Holland Jr. and wife, more likely to remember Michael changed."
Dianne, Dewey, Okla.; one brother, Robert Bruce Holland, Phoenix, Jackson's creepy kiss with Lisa
Toffler believes the openness
Marie Presley (1994), Busta of young fans to different forms
Ariz.; five grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; four great-great-grandRhymes making time with Martha of music is one of the factors
children.
./ The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Town and Country Chris- Stewart (1997), Prince's butt-less driving up viewership in recent
pants (1991), the first post-arrest years.
tian Church, Bartlesville. David Hall, pastor, will officiate. Burial will
follow in the family plot of Memorial Park Cemetery, Bartlesville, sighting of Pee-wee Herman(1991),
"Having all of these stars, the
or Howard Stern's "Fartman" biggest stars from all these genwith Neekamp Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
descending from the rafters (1992). res of music, tends to bring in a
Pop music's annual outrageous bigger audience than we might
returns to New York's Radio typically get when we were doing
party
Mrs. Joan H. Arant, 67, Benton, died Monday, Sept. 4, 2000, at
Music
City
Hall this week, shown just a rock show.- he said.
6:30 p.m. at her home.
live
on
at 8 p.m. Eastern
MTV
A native of Charleston, Mo., she was the daughter of the late Roy.
on
7.
Sept.
Marlon
and Shawn
and Ida Houston. Preceding her in death were her first husband, Parks
Wayans,hot off their "Scary Movie"
Oliver Key Boyd; her second husband, James Arant; and two brothcollaboration, are the hosts.
ers.
They have a tough act to live
Mrs. Arant was retired from the Paducah Shirt Factory and from
Triangle Insulation. She was a member of Southland Baptist Temple, up to. The 1999 Video Music
Awards, with Chris Rock as host,
Paducah.
had
the highest ratings in the
Survivors include three sons, Kenneth Boyd, Murray, Floyd Dale
Boyd, England, and James E. Arant, Benton; two brothers, Roy E. show's I6-year history and, with
12 million viewers, was the topHouston, Sultan, Wash., and Leslie Houston, Cairo, Ill.; six grandentertainment program in
rated
children.
cable history.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Maplelawn Park
Cemetery, Paducah. The Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate.
Investments Since 1854
Visitation will be at Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah
after 11 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
21
Lourdes Hospice, 2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42003.
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is totaled we will still see an
increase."
Food Services has placed a major
emphasis this year on a new plan
to attract upperclass students into
campus dining areas. The board
of regents approved the plan being
Introduced this fall called Racer
Elite. Open only to juniors. seniors and graduate students, Bentiter says response to Racer Elite
has been even greater than expected. "We would have been happy
to start the program with 100 students," he said, "but we've more
than doubled that initially."
Welcome signs are also popping up in the university's residence halls.
'We are very pleased with where
we are now regarding occupancy," stated Paula Hulick, director
of housing. Hulick says 142 more
students are living on campus this
year as compared to last year,
which is consistent with the overall increase in freshmen. "We are
also noticing a significant increase
in female students who live on
campus," she said.
"The personal touch that Murray State delivers is part of what
attracts students and keeps them
here," Bryan said.
With all indicators pushing past
9000, a new goal is sure to be

DEATHS

Thomas Richard Holland Sr.

MTV awards Thursday

set for next fall. Bryan says with
the aggressive recruitment approach
launched under President Kern
Alexander, he doesn't %ley.' that
as a problem.
Alexander's vision of how to
achieve growth for Murray State
University shines through two components of that plan which have
become everyday words on the
Murray State campus - residential colleges and Roads Scholars.
Working side-by-side with some
of the university's most dedicated
faculty, students at MSU quickly
adapted to the residential college
system, taking the personalized
style of living on campus and
molding it into a model filled with
pride and enthusiasm.
In addition, countless'miles are
logged every week by professors
and staff who visit high schools,
answering questions from prospective students and strengthening ties
with school administrators and
teachers across the region,
Bryan said the success .of these
programs used to recruit and retain
students at Murray State University is due to those who have
worked diligently as ambassadors
of higher education, distributing
information and encouraging students to reach their potential.
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Open 2nd Weekend Each Month
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Quaker Oats
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Want to get rid of those idly, had to open windows?
Replace them with energy efficient, easy to clean, tilt-in
vinyl replacement windows that have a lifetime guarantee.

qui,

Fix A Free Estimate Call(270)345-2648
Over 30 Years Experience

4 ALCOA

tiiiieiricl
%UM Udine 4 Leplacernent Nindtws

. *Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
41 stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
1 Murray, KY 42071
... 502-753-3366
,-.
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Information
Available
- !Request

Our Best In
J J 8 WW1 CL Lring

An offer so good you'll tell the whole neighborhood.
Talk about hometown values. Sign up now and get 6 months Internet service absolutely
free Surf the Web and email as much as you like, with
unlimited 56K dial up a« ess ?4 hours a day. Just call
corn
1-800-4-0NEMAIN or an authorized dealer in your area to
your hometown internet
sign up But don't wait. An offer this good won't last long.
formerly Midwest Internet

One Main

.

HILLIARD
LYONS

r1
0,fe• va,

n•t.

o.•,‘

I

n..

'••• •^41 5110'01,

SiNCI 1054

Is You.
I. • liwnb. WYSE r4 SPC.

www.onemain.com

1-800-4-0NEMAIN
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Moms In Touch group has changed its weekly meeting to
Thursday from 1:40 to 2:35 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, Murray. The group had been meeting
each Illesday.
This is a nondenominational prayer support group pra rtg
for all school staff and children. This group was started
ut
15 years by Fern Nichols who said she just had a burde to
pray for the children. Now every state in America has a ha
ter, along with groups in about 85 other countries.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call
DeeDee Cohoon at 759-9778 or Ginger Leavell at 759-4732.

SINGERS...Presenting special music at the August brunch
of Christian Women's Club of Murray were, from left, Carol
Bogard and Rhonda Beam, both of Murray.

Special concerts scheduled

Association plans classes
'kw special classes have been through Nov. 21. The cost will
scheduled at the office of the be $94.99.
Blood River Baptist Association
Harlan Williams,director of misat Hardin.
sions for the association said a
"The Book of James" will be $25 discount will be given to the
taught by Terry Sills on each Mon- first 20 people who pre-register..
day at 7 p.m. from Sept. 11. Pre-payment is not required. The
through Nov. 27. The cost will regular price will be charged the
be $82.99 per person.
first night of the classses.
"Biblical Backgrounds" will be
To register for the classes call
taught by Fred Richardson on each 437-4203.
tuesday at 7 p.m. from Sept: 12

FUN & FASHION

This fall designers have decided the
-rag muffin just rolled out of bed
look" has to go.
Put together and high maintenance
is inure of the moment this season.
Bow -tie blouses, knee length skirts
and sophisticated tweeds are a few of
the key items that are playing a role
this season in the "polite society"
look for day time.
The dress for success look from the
sesenties is one of the elements that is
back this season. The pulled together.
lady-like look is one of the season's
best.
There are so many so called fashion
"must have's" this time it really is a
matter • of your taste and personal
style.
When you're out and you notice
you're getting glances of appreciation. you know you look nice. You
wonder what is it that attracts attention'? Could it be the flare of your
skirt, the new jacket, your animal
print handbag, or a new hairdo?
Whatever it is. you realize that you
have mastered the fashion details that
matter. The way you have mixed,
matched and pulled together everything is a look that is yours alone.
Using your creati‘ity to achieve a signature look is what dressing and fashion is all about.
Adding a simple touch: perhaps a
beautiful scarf, a new piece of unusual jewelry or belt, flashy shoes, or a
color that makes your skin glow; that
is fashion: and it doesn't have to be
expensive. Esen by adding a large
pair of silver or gold hoop earrings
can give you a certain flare. Earrings
tlatter the face. Some of the newer
hoops have beading or some unusual
twists and come in all sizes.
Try to add something new and different that might be a change for you
in your eN er),da) dressing.
There is nothing like basing yourself all pulled together with a new
piece you'‘e added to gise a feeling
of self confidence.
We base just received lots of new
fall merchandise in all sorts of looks,
styles, and sizes. This is the time of
the season to be picking out your site
and getting your fall wardrobe read)
— put some pieces in layaway. We do
free alterations to customize it for
you.
Congratulations to Kay Ehrhardt
who won the jewelry last week at our
luncheon. Be sure to stop by soon, if
you haven't been in lately you're
missing some of this season's most
wonderful looks. We are always glad
to help you add new pieces and accessories to your existing wardrobe to
;1/.z it up a hit for a fresh new look.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
ashion report ..

4.Kictuti
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441

Scholarship
pageant
planned in
February
The Metropolitan Woman's Club
of Lexington is seeking contestarts for the 41st annual Miss Lexington Scholarship Pageant to be
Feb. 17, 2001, at the Opera House,
Lexington.
The contestant will compete in
evening wear, talent and swim
wear and private interview. Contestants must be between 17 and
24 years of age.
Miss Lexington will offer cash
scholarships and in-kind scholarships and other prizes to the winners and runners-up and some
prizes to all contestants, non finalist award and community services award.
Orientation for Miss Lexington
will be Dec. 10, 2000, at 2200
Gulfstream Dr., Lexington.
For application forms call 1-859224-4897 or 1-859-278-4450.

Amy Chase and James Bodnar

Chase-Bodnar vows
exchanged Aug. 10
Amy Lyn Chase and James Anthony Bodnar were married Thursday, Aug. 10, 2000.
A wedding ceremony was performed at the Bridal Path Wedding
Chapel in Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of John and Jan Fuqua of Murray and
Jeff and Nancie Chase of Matthews, N.C. She is the granddaughter
of Johnny and Carolyn Reagan of Murray and Harold and Geneva
Chase of Marion, Ill.
The groom is the son of Maria Bodnar, Cadiz, and the late Frank
Bodnar of Oakhill, West Va.. and of Joe Cravey of Cadiz. He is the
grandson of John Bodnar and the late Isabelle Bodnar of Destin, Fla.,
and the late Peter and Teresa KamOskas of Rockdale,The bride is a 1995 graduate or Murray 'High MOOl and a 2000
graduate of Murray State University. She ,is eniployed by The Padacah Sun in the Graphic Design Department.
The groom is a 1994 graduate of Murray High School and is
enrolled in the University of Kentucky mechanical engineering program at Paducah Community College.

BIRTHS

7
6
7
9
1
1

Kessalyn Tam Kelly

PADD office
heads program

a 4ttle at you; Ione can ,71.31,' a lifetime
Offlerence Because kids with Somethrng to do

'he truth is

Ti. aiN beie.

re less likely to do drugs
For more
Mormation on drug prevention programs in your
Ammunity, call or visit

1 877 KIDS 313
www.youcanhelpkIds.org

CELLTOUCH,inc. No long Distance
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Horclees on Chestnut St.)

$35
200 minutes

ved
Authorized Agent

Sign up for Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTES!!

FREE Nokia 918
& Car Charger

Available on new one year service agreement Subject to credit check and
will be char for earl termination of contract Other restnctions ma

oval Fee

The Purchase Area Development
District sponsors the USDA Child
and Adult 'Day Care Food program,e administered by the Kentucky Department for Education.
Day Care homes in the counties of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and McCrac'ken are eligible
to participate. Meals are served
at no separate charge to children
at participating homes and are provided without regard to race, color,
national origin, sex, age or disability.
For additional information, contact the PADD office at (270)
251-6125 or 1-877-352-5183.
To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room
326-W, Whitten Building, 1400
Independence Avenue, SW. Washington, D.C.. 20250-9410.

Join us for

Praise, Prayer
& Worship
a Non-Traditional Service at

Goshen United
Methodist Church
Hwy. 121 N., 5 miles west of Murray
each Sunday @ 11:00 a.m.
beginning September 10, 2000
Casual Dress
Call 759-1620 For Transportation

Brad
9Wistrli
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0
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440

Ladies Guild plans event
"Fashion Fantasia" and Dessert Extravaganza Show will be presented by the Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church on Sept.
12 at 7 p.m. in the Parish Center. Tickets are $3 each and may
be purchased from Guild members or at the door.

Women on Wheels will meet
An organizational meeting of the Kentucky Lake Chapter (forming) of Women on Wheels® will be Saturday at 8 a.m. a Boulders Cafe, 1510 Chestnut St., Murray. This is a national organization whose mission is to unite women enthusiasts, whether they
ride their own machine, are motorcycle passengers, or future motorcyclists. Local chapters are formed by WOW® members throughout the country for support, camaraderie and fellowship. Women
on Wheels® now has over 2,000 members. Family members may
join as support members.

Diabetes program scheduled
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be for persons with diabetes on Thursday and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Topics such as nutrition, exercise, medications, foot, skin
and dental care and more will be covered. Pre-registration is
required. For more information or to register contact Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle RN, CDE at 762-1398.

'Rising Up!' planned by YMCA

Dr. P. Sean Kelly and Dr. Huong Dinh Kelly of 605 Kingsway
Ct., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Kessalyn Tam Kelly, born
on Saturday, Aug. 26, 2000, at 12:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds nine ounces and measured 18 inches. A brother is Cameron D. Kelly.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Giao Dinh of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Don Kelly of Lexington.

DEADLINE
FOR
GRANDPARENTS'
DAY
PHOTOS IS
SEPT. 7
3 P.M.

Long time audience favorites Kay Bates (mezzo-soprano) and
Marie Taylor (pianist) will pay tribute to five great women of jazz
in concerts on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the performing
arts hall at Murray State University. This will be the fifth pops
concert that Bates and Taylor have given as benefits for community projects and organization. The concerts are a fundraiser for the
Athena 2001 Festival and Competition which promotes the music
of women. Assisting will be Randall Black (tenor), Susan Kane
(soprano), torn Vanarsdel (percussion), Scott Locke (clarinet), Scott
Thile (string bass), and Rob Murray (trumpet). For reservations and
information call the music department at 762-4288.

A new session of "Rising Up!" will begin Sept. 11 and continue through Nov. 1 at the Murray Family YMCA. This program
is designed for girls between the ages of 10 15. Classes will meet
Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Focus will be placed'
on exercise, group discussions and making girls gain self worth.
For more information call the YMCA at 759-9622.

Dream Factory meeting Th.- -day
The Dream Factory will meet 'P.
m. at Mr. Gatti's.
Plans will be completed celimination softball
tournament for c-'
L.ity Park. Entry fee is $125
and deadline fo
.eunesday at 4:30 p.m. For more information call Deb - Adams at 436-6295' Or P.J. Turner at 474-8390.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a
salad luncheon on Thursday at noon at the club house. The Murray State University Horticulture Scholarship presentation will be
by Elizabeth Pasco. Names will be tabled for membership and a
collection for CARE will be taken. Hostesses will be Paula Crouse,
Pat Harrington, Margaret Taylor and Dottie Hatten.

MHS Diamond Club will meet
Murray High School Diamond Club will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at the MHS cafeteria. All parents interested in the baseball
program for grades 8 to 12 are urged to attend.

Rape Crisis Center plans sessions
The Rape Crisis Center will conduct a training session for volunteers interested in helping victims in Calloway, Marshall and
Graves Counties. Hospital advocates are needed to meet victims at
hospital emergency rooms to provide crisis intervention, medical/legal
information, and emotional support. Volunteer phone counselors are
also needed to do crisis line intervention and give information and
referrals on the 24-hour crisis line. A 40-hour training session is
required by the state and will be conducted during the month of
October on Tuesday and Thursday from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. For
information call Kelly Hicks at 1-270-534-4422 or 1-800-928-7273.

Red Cross classes planned
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will, hold a
Community First Aid & Safety Class from 6 to 10 p.m. on Sept
11 and 18. Successful completion of the course includes a certification in adult, child, infant CPR and first aid. Pre-registration is
required at the Red Cross office, located on the third floor of
Weaks Community Center. For information call 753-1421.

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to lulu('
Jennie Bell
recent bride of
Eric W. Bourne
join our
bridal registry

Pier1 import
Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851

Massage Therapy 8r Spa

by Meirgaret Johnson
R.N., §.S.N., C.M.T.
s

Offering Swedish Massage,
Chair Massage, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling & Para Fango Body Wrap

Call for appt. 270-733-0582
13044 Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center
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Elkins discusses projects
of county for Kiwanians

1.1ItR %RN' NI.A1ti

BEN GRAVES
Camay County librarian
The first book off the cart this
week is "Betty Crocker's Bisquick
Cookbook." I am going to spend
money out of my own pocket to
buy a copy of my own. That's
how good it is.
I keep turning to 164 and a
picture of impossibly Easy Lasagna
Pie. The recipe calls for a nineinch pie pan and is supposed to
serve six. (Don't know about you,
but Bubba and I could set down,
eat a whole one between us and
badly damage a second one.)
There are all manner of tasty
looking recipes in this book and
marvelous pictures to show you
what it's supposed to look like when
you're done.
Haute Cuisine is fine when you
have the time. But when suppertime rolls around and you need
food in a hurry, the dishes in
"Bisquick" will stand and deliver. Highly recommended.

Mr. and Mrs. Barn' Thomas

Wedding vows are said
Mary Dillingham and Barry Thomas were married on Saturday.
Aug. 19, 2000.
The wedding vows were said at 1 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist
Church.
A reception/barbecue followed at their home on Bethel Road, Murray.

"Real Life Decorating from Better Homes and Gardens is another book that shucks the overly fancy
for the practically useful.
Understand now, the rooms pictured here are still dressed up and
perfectly posed, but they're rooms
you could live in as opposed to
works of decorating art.
The furniture looks like furni-

tare that you might actually have
house and the rooms are
painted in colors that you can
find at the paint store. Overall,
I'd say it was a really solid choice.

in your

•••

On the other hand, you may
prefer the 50's look.
In that case, what you want is
Marion Haslam's "Retro Style."
From Fiesta ware to "modern"
furniture, huge graphics, and
boomerang tables, "Retro Style"
has it all. Retro decorating can
result in rooms that are either too
cool for school or uglier than a
shaved possum. Is retro right for
you? Check it out and find out.
•••

On a more serious note, we've
gotten in "Seizures and Epilepsy
in Childhood: A Guide for Parents" by John Freeman M.D.
We also have Fiona Marshall's
"Your Child: Epilepsy" and "Your
Child and Epilepsy" by Roger
Gumnit M.D.
•••
We have always had a steady
stream of parents whose children
suffer from assorted seizures and
our material needed updating. We
want to make sure you have the
information you need to keep your
family healthy and to help them
when they're not.
One of the ways to help when
kids have chronic medical problems is to make sure that they,
their friends, and their teachers
understand what's going on.
•••

In addition to the adult books
about epilepsy, we've gotten_"Taking Diabetes to School" and the
companion volumes for "Asthma."
"Food Allergies" and "A.D.D."
"Taking Epilepsy to School" is
on order but hasn't -arrived yet.
The books are easy to read and
clearly explain the changes that
the conditions force on children.
They're a welcome addition' to
our collection.
•••

KIRKSEY CLASS...Anna Mildred Smith, teacher, is pictured with members of Kirksey High
School of 1950 at its reunion. They are, from left, Emma Adams Rushing, Anna Byrd
Usrey, Hiram and Marie McCallon Riley, Samuel Workman, Pollyanna Rhea Lamb, Douglas
and Evelyn Doores Tucker, Ted Ray Wilson and Gail Smith Wilson.
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Remember, we are opening at
8. Monday through Friday. We're
trying it out to see if it works
well. If we get enough business
between 8 and 9 a.m, we may
keep it this way.

Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins outlined ongoing and expected county projects
at the Thursday meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
In keeping with the Governor's
goal that every Kentuckian will
have adequate drinking water, the
county is working on the East Water
Project in cooperation with the
city of Murray to extend water service to about 350 homes east of
Murray.
Elkins described the project as
a win/win situation whereby homes
in the district will be able to have
a good water supply and the city
of Murray will have long-term
income as a result of the project.
"In the area of fire protection,.
plans are in the works to allow
merging of five fire districts into
a single district with one board,
one budget and a single set of
books.," Elkins said.
The relocation of the sheriff's
facilities to the Maple Street location eliminated overcrowding for
that office.
"A reallocation of funds allowed
us to purchase that building and
make the move without incurring
debt for the county," Elkins
remarked.
Another development has been
to reopen the old jail, which has
been made into a Class D Workhouse. Those housed there are able
to be involved in work programs
for governmental units such as
the road department, Murray State
University and Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Looking to the future Elkins
indicated three needs in the county that were being contemplated.
The county has filed a pre-

11

k

LARRY ELKINS

application for a Community Bloc
Grant to expand the Senior Citizens program. "This program has
doubled in the past year and is
likely to continue to expand."
Elkins said.
Another item on the list is renovation of the courthouse which
is in need of repairs externally
and internally.
"Thirdly, we have to be looking at some sort of mandatory
garbage pickup in the county," he
said, "because it is being fostered
by the governor and will likely
be considered by the legislature."
Elkins said "we have several
calls a week about roadside dumping in the country. It is uncertain
how such a program would be
set up.
"Like most governmental units.
we have all of our resources budgeted. This would tax our resources
and we will need some type of
assistance."

a'1471A/(r 4M-17-ro-PAY
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Cutting Edge
Hair • Tan

I.

Spa

1/2 Price Body Wrap
(guaranteed to lose 10-30 inches in one wrap)

:02

Exp. 9-16-00:
1 ()cated Behind Cracker B.iit (-1

WALK INS
WELCOME

759-E CoG a

Kirksey Class of 1950 holds reunion
Kirksey High School Class of
1950 held its 50-year reunion on
July 16 at noon at Four Seasons
Restaurant.
A special guest present was
Mrs. Anna Mildred Lassiter Smith,
the only remaining teacher of the
class.
She was presented with a miniature rose.
"The class was especially glad
we had Mrs. Smith with us. this
year as she died on Aug. 25 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital," said Pollyanna Rhea Lamb,
a class inember.
As a token of appreciation the
class presented Mrs. Lamb with
a plaque with the school symbol,
an Eagle, for her organization of
the reunion.
,Class members present were
Douglas and Evelyn Doores Tucker of Kirksey;
Hiram and Marie McCallon
Riley of Graves County, Gail Smith

Wilson and husband, Ted Ray Wilson, of Florissant, Mo.; Earl Adams
and wife, Vickie, of Mayfield;
Emma Adams Rushing and husband, Franklin, of Murray; Anna
Jean Byrd Usrey and husband,
Alvin. of Murray; Samuel Work-

man of Hazel; and Pollyanna Rhea
Lamb of Kirksey.
Members unable to attend were
Wilma Johnson Wiser, Betty Bibb
Menser and Clayton Riley.
Only one member of the class,
Billy Joe Fulton, is deceased.

W4 o' EN ER611?
Try expending some!
Join the YMCA and take your life to a new level!

The Bookrack
Used Paperbacks
Trade & Sell
We Special Order
New Books at

20%

People who do even l small amount of exercise
several times a week feel more

Discount

energetic, their sleeping

DIXIELAND CENTER
753-4821

1.7
)111(""...%`..— 9

--"'"%•••••--

6
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Our 21st Annual

ed'4\

Call
753-1916

ORM

for them physically.

September 9, 2000
9:00
- 12:00PM

(The Difference Between
He and He
Speaker: Denise Brazzeff

YMCA's fitness programs take you to a place
that's better for the whole of YOU!

Ephesians 3:14-19

12-week Personal Fitness Program... Rising Up...

_

We hope you can join usfor ajew hours ofspiritualedifration andfegcnvship with our sisters in Him.

PFAFF
Hobby® 1020

$239.00
6 MONTHS NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT & LAYAWAY

561,1,dui, .ittwl,Sorytto the,Rade

V.

1-800-599-8739
Paducah, KY Hwy 68 1-24, Exit 16

self confidence increases,

not to mention %%That it does

Ladies'Dag
(jetting engaged,
married or
having an
anniversary?

patterns improve and their

•

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Murray, Kentucky
.1 nursery wiif be providedfor chikfren 5 and under.
Lunch will be served
9

12-week Expect Success (weight loss program)...

yoLki-k s+-vev\gt-k

. Aerobic Circuit Training...

Aerobics... Boxing...
Personal
PowerPumP... YMCA ..?1,1.1.NESS CENIT.R... etc.
The FAMILY Y... it's for ALL of yoit!
)0
•

SOS Chestnut St. • Murray • 759-9622
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IViurrag state Racer

Racers hit road for first time in 2000
The Racers will head into BirmAfter opening the Joe Pannunzio era with a stunning 42-20 tri- ingham looking to go 2-0 on the
umph over Southern Illinois, the season for just the third time in
Murray State Racers will hit the the last 10 years. Despite having
road Thursday night for the first winning records in five of those
10 seasons, MSU only got off to
time this season.
Tomorrow's 7 p.m. contest at a 2-0 start in 1998 and 1995. A
Samford's Seibert Stadium in Birm- year ago, the Racers began the
ingham, Ala. will be-the first of year 0-2 before bouncing back to
six road games the Racers will finish 7-4.
Pannunzio, in his first season
play as part of the 2000 schedule.
Other road games on this year's at the Racer helm, joined former
slate include: Middle Tennessee MSU coaches Frank Beamer and
State (Sept. 16), Tennessee-Martin Denver Johnson by winning his
(Oct. 7), Eastern Illinois (Oct. 14), Racer debut. Should he win No.
Southeast Missouri (OCt. 21) and 2, he would join Beamer, Johnson, Carlisle Cutc,hin, Fred Faurot
Eastern Kentucky (Nov. 4).

and Mike Mahoney as MSU coaches who have started their careers
with two straight victories.
To pick up that second win, the
gia
Racers must stop a solid Samford
ground game, which returns eight
starters to an option offense that
finished 7-4 a year ago.
Last year's meeting between the
Racers and Bulldogs at Roy Stewart Stadium produced a 34-27 MSU
win. In that game, Samford rolled
up 229 total yards.
Thursday's game will be the
fifth meeting - the first-ever'contest in Birmingham. Murray owns
a 2-1-1 edge in the series.

The Sports Network
Top 25
Pro-Season

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

SURROUNDED...Southern Illinois quarterback Sherard Poteete (center) is pursued by Murray
State's Dwayne Potts (29) and Terrell Black (44) during last Thursday's season-opening 42-20
triumph over the Salukis at Roy Stewart Stadium.

This Week in Racer Football
• Bivens preseason All-American
Racer sophomore Brian Riven,the second-leading punter in Division 1-AA a year ago
U a freshman, is a first-team preseason All-American, according to The Sports Netwerk.
Ravens averaged 44.8 yards per punt last year, which set an MSU single-season record_ His
51.6 ypp vs. Eastern Kentucky was a single-game record.

OVC Standings
As of Sept. 2

• Racer Report
• Thursday's game will be a homecoming of sorts for five Racer players who hail from the
state of Alabama (Jeremy Davis, Xavier Davis, Brian Balazik, Jannis PdoDeffle and
Ashley Freeman)...Balazik,a transfer from Southern Mississippi.joins the Davis brothers as
Bumingham natives. In fact,Bakal attended Birmingham's Homewood Kish School, whidi is
across the street from Samford Univasity.
• Racer QB Stewart Childress was the first redshirt freshman to start at quarterbadc for
the Racen since all-tine passing leader Michael Proctor in 1986.In Proctor's fint Mart((me
4 at Central Florida). he passed for 194 yardson 13-o1-23 passing with one TD.Children was
12-of-25 for 175 yards and 2 Ms.

Best of
Luck Racers

OVC
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
MURRAYY STATE
Tennessee-Aladin
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Western Kentucky
Southeast Missouri

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

ALL
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

60
RACERS!

NEW LOCATION ":11
la 714 North 12th St.• Murray la
•JCPenney Shopping Center ili
•
II
fin the old Fashion Bug Building)
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
111

3

For $7.50
New Releases
2 Night Rental

P,
460.
Sohn sad Itentels
"
.\1!
VIDEO SUPER STORE
753-7670

University
Bookstore

Your Best is a good agent!An independInsurance ent State Auto agent is dedi-

99

$9

cated to servicing the customer. You get personalized
attention to all your insurance needs.

+ Tax

(Deep Dish Extra)
Coupon not ward *nth any other after its coupon no
Valid
good on Dominator Otler valid with coupon
at participating stores onry Custome• pays sales tas
where appecaible Cur dnyers carry lass than $2000
Our (ewers WO 1131 penaltzed ror late dein,enes
E Vag& 9/30/00

only

Pcpple Tree School Too!
FOODS

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

IT'S A TRADITION...Keeping up with a long-standing tradition,
Racer One rounds the track surrounding the field at Roy
Stewart Stadium after the Racers score a touchdown in last
week's season-opening win over SIU.

Arty Pizza, Any Size,
Any Toppings

from
Your
Hometown
Grocer!

623 S. 4th St.• Murray
(270) 759-1144 • Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

if Record
Team
Rk.
0-1
Georgia Southern
1.
1-0
Troy State
2.
1-0
Massachusetts
3,
1-0
4.
Appalachian State
1-0
Illinois State
5.
1-0
Hofstra
6.
Youngstown State
1-0
7.
1-0
Florida A&M
8.
0-0
Furman
9,
0-1
Montana
10.
0-1
Northern Iowa
11.
1-0
12.
Portland State
1-0
13.
Delaware
1-0
14.
James Madison
Tennessee State
1-0
15.
Eastern Kentucky
16.
1-0
17.
N. Carolina AST
1-0
17.
Stephen F. Austin
0-0
1-0
18.
Villariova
1-0
Stephen F. suntan
19.
1-0
20.
Northwestern State
0-0
21.
Jackson State
1-0
Southern
22.
1-0
23.
Northern Arizona
1-0
Sam Houston St.
24.
25.
Western Illinois
0-0
Meru receiving won): Coigne, Lehigh,
Mary Ssomenerdo SUM,En,Eastern Washington.
Hampton. Neese Stale, Murray Mats, Northwestern Stew Worked, Grumbling. SW Missouri Stele,
Cel-Stets orltridee, Brown, Cornell Southern Utah,
WesterngartuokyEeslem Semis,Tomon,Richmond,
Chettartoogs, Sam Houston Stets.

Now Taking School Age
Enrollment
Call 753-9316 or 753-9356
401 N. 12th St.
Behind St. Leo's Catholic Church)

1111IIND
P
-TIMMBINC4
-Residential
-Commercial is-L.J.../
•Service Repair

•

Westside of the Court Square
118 S. 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451

Delivering a Million Scats a Day.
Recreseing,

State Auto
Insurance

117 S. 12th Street• Murray

753-3030

Dan McNutt, AAI

MERCURY
LINCOLN
PROUD
SUPPORTER OF
RACER
FOOTBALL
FOR

70 YEARS.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

753-4730

753-5273 •701 Main Street

Hwy.641 S.
Bel-Air Cir.• Murray

Don Henry State Farm
Agency & Staff
AAAAA 1•11141

R ACERS

4
1110
1.11011..11

Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts
Hours: M-F 8-8, Sat. 9-8, Sun. 1-4

Curris Center, 2nd Floor
Murray State University

feateffh treadoodf
igkr

Greg McNutt

FORD

Teleplac•inte/Panc

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

McNutt Insurance

302 Main St.
Office:
753-9935
Home:
753-1540

-
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Sept.
7, 2000:
This year. you draw unusual benefits
because of your natural assets. Use a talent to add to your financial and professional success. As a result, you gain and
establish a strong presence in your chosen field. You also demonstrate an
unusual ability to understand money and
how to handle it. If you are single.
romance comes forward.
The Stars Show the Kind'Of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Others look to you. You have
an unusually strong presentation. Others
respond positively. Someone close to you
would part the waters to make your life
easier. Be gentle and caring with this person. You don't always find sensitivity
and loyalty like this. Another speaks. and
you need to listen. Tonight: Stay in
charge.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Take an overview. Listen
carefully to another. Seek out new information. Make calls. Surf the Net. find
experts. A co-worker cares a bit more
than you realize. Be sensitive to him.
Treat a loved one well, but express your
caring in a positive way. Be more nurturing. Your nerves are fried. Tonight:
Check out the movies.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Be light and easy with an
impoitant partner or associate. Work
with this person on a one-on-one level.
Realize that your relationship has many
dynamics. Your libido needs to be
charged into your work. Your creativity
finds unusual answers to office-related
issues. Invite a child or loved one to a
favorite spot. Tonight: Indulge a loved
one.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Someone has the best intenUons. You get his message loud and
clear. Allow more self-expression in the
workplace. Brainstorming with associates builds openness and trust. Nurture
those you work with as you would family. Consider a new household item.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Pace yourself. Be indulgent
with others when they reach out to you.
Do what is politically correct. Listen to
.*another's ideas. Your attentiveness
means more than you realize.
Discussions are animated and enlightening. Focus on the job, even if another

flirts with you. Schedule a doctors
appointment. Tonight: Burn the midnight
oil.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your playfulness comes out,
despite yourself. Recognize another's
limits and be willing to encourage them.
Finances flux. The fact that you could be
a bit overindulgent presently affects your
wallet. Study ways to enhance your
income. Do not settle for the fastest
answer; go for the most effective one.
Tonight: Stan the weekend early.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Pressure builds, and you could
feel overwhelmed. On the other hand.
you would rather be too busy than not
busy enough. You're corning from a
place of caring with others, and they
sense it. Discuss an impending change
within the family or at home. Don't
assume anything here. Tonight: Put your
feet up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21
**** Keep communicating. Ask for
more of what you want in your day-today life. Even you sometimes hesitate.
You might be protecting some vulnerable
feelings. Open up to another and discuss
a fear. Your mind works overtime and
could be making a problem bigger than it
is. Relax over lunch.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Spend time thinking about a
friend or loved one. You will want to stop
and buy a card or token gift. Both you
and this person appreciate the caring.
Tally your bills before you go overboard.
Know your budget and make choices that
aren't extravagant. Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You put in more than your
share of hard work. Another rewards you
for your hard work and diligence. You
smile because you feel as if another has
acknowledged you. Ask for that pay raise
or promotion. Though you might not get
your exact terms, you find the discussion
productive. Tonight: Celebrate.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(,-Feb. 18)
***** Join co-workers or friends
for an important meeting. Though business might be the purpose, the conversation deviates into fun and frolic. Try to
indulge others with an overview. Listen
to feedback from a loved one at a distance. Discussions need to surround
options. Seek out experts.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your responsibilities call. OneOn-one relating helps you see how
important a partner is. This person shares
a unique point of view, but he also cares
enormously about you. Let others see
how much you care about financial solidity in respect to your work and personal
life. You make a . statement today.

Eliot Ness is a household name
in many American homes. Most
people think of him as a gangbuster without equal who put Al
Capone behind bars.
Surprisingly, though, little has
been written about Ness and even
less about the movies and television series based upon his crusade against Capone.
That shortage of information is
being remedied by Dr. Kenneth
Tucker, a professor in the department of English and philosophy
at Murray State University, in his
book "Eliot Ness and the Untouchables, the Historical Reality and
the Film and Television Depictions."
His book devotes attention to
the historical Ness, highlighting
his years as the leader of the

Chevrolet -

Untouchables in Prohibition Chicago, but also focuses on the lesser known aspects of his career,
such as his stint tracking down
moonshiners in rural Kentucky.
The book highlights not only
Ness's dedication to public service, his courage and his strong
principles, but also the more problematic aspects of his life, namely, his thirst for publicity, his alcoholism and his two failed marriages.
Tucker's book attempts to dispel myths, including the famous
one that Ness single-handedly put
Capone away. Ness was actually
part of a large team and played
only a minor role in convicting
the gangland chieftain.
But the book does note that
Ness won significant victories
against organized crime when he
was public safety director in Cleveland, Ohio, after the Untouchables
had been disbanded.

Chapters are devoted to Al
Capone and Frank Nitti. Nitti took
command of the Chicago mob after
Capone was incarcerated. Both are
portrayed as Ness's archenemies
in the movie and television depictions.
Tucker also critiques the book,
"The Untouchables," written by
Eliot Ness and Oscar Fraley, as
well as the 1959 television-movie
based on that work. Considerable
attention is given to the classic
television series (1959-63) starring
Robert Stack as Eliot Ness. Tucker analyzes themes and characters
of the series and its portrayal of
Ness.
A chapter is devoted to the
1987 movie "The Untouchables,"
stirring Kevin Costner as Ness
and Sean Connery as Jimmy Malone. Scripted by David Mamet,
this movie is arguably the best of
Hollywood's gangster films, Tucker notes.

The 1990 television movie "The
Return of Eliot Ness," in which
Stack reprised his famous role, is
also given attention in the book.
Concluding chapters are devoted to the 1993-94 series starring
Tom Amandez as Eliot Ness and
William Forsythe as Al Capone
and to a consideration as to why
Ness and his war against crime
appeals to the American psyche.
Episode guides for both television series, as well as photographs.
are included. "Eliot Ness and the
Untouchables, the Historical Reality and the Film and Television
Depictions" is, published by McFarland of North Carolina.
Tucker specializes in teaching
courses on Shakespeare and Renaissance literature.
He has published on such diverse
writers as H.G. Wells, F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Christopher Marlowe,
John Marston, John Ford, Cyril
Tourneur and William Shakespeare.

Has your finance
company left town?
Would you like to do
business with local people?

PATRICIA MAXWELL

Maxwell to
serve as
counselor
Patricia Maxwell has been
named an admission counselor in
the office of admission at the University of Southern Indiana.
Maxwell is a graduate student
at Murray State University. She
received a bachelor's degree from
MSU. Maxwell resides in Evansville.

Carol Downey and Jennifer Tidwell proudly announce the
opening of our newest office. The branch is conveniently
located in Bel-Air Center at 942 South 12th St. in Murray, Ky.
Carol is the branch manager and Jennifer is our assistant
manager.
Carol has 10 years experience and can help you with all
your financial needs. Carol and Jennifer invite all of their
friends to visit them at Hometown today, or call at 270-7530735. Let them help you with our famous Hometown service.
Jennifer Tidwell and Carol Downey
We specialize in the following lending service:
*Personal Loans for any need *Consolidation Loans
*Home Equity Loans *New Furniture and Appliance Purchases *Auto Financing

South 12th St.• Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY 42071 • Phone 270-753-0735
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

;le
Oldsmobile - Cadillac

WE ARE
CUTTING
PRICES!

Rebates
up to
2500"
2000

S-10 XCAB
Stock # 00090

3rd Door, Automatic, Vortec 2200 Engine,
AM/FM Stereo/CD, Tachometer,
Tilt/Cruise/AC, Aluminum Wheels
*Dealer Retains Rebate*
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE MAR

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 6. 2000

14,903'

Interest
as low as
/0
0.9`)

2000 HD Fleetside
2500 3/4 Ton

-

Stock # 00315

Front Bench Seat, AC/Automatic, Vortec 5700
Engine, Tilt/Cruise

'17,907'

*Dealer Retains Rebate*

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

cOtig
CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris • 642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

CZ)Colcismcdpile.

LII Prices Plus Tax, Title & license
1
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Program begins at technical center
The automotive department at
the Murray-Calloway County Area
Technical Center shines with a
coat of bright paint and updated
equipment as new teacher, Brad
Tucker, prepares to implement an
innovative program titled the Automotive Youth Educational System
or AYES.
At a luncheon held in the technical center. AYES area manager,
Karen Seman. met with representati.es from local dealers, technical center administrators, teachers
and counselors, as well as administrators from Murray and Calloway County Schools, to introduce the AYES program.
Semen told the group that the
days of the shade-tree mechanic
are over and "computers are a
part of almost every job today."
She stressed that the program
trains students to become automotive technicians, a growing field
that will provide good paying jobs.
She stated that the mindset today
that "anyone can fix a car" is just

.not going to be applicable with
the new "high tech" cars that are
rolling off the assembly line.
AYES involves a partnership
between major automotive companies, local dealerships, and area
high schools or vocational centers.
According to Semen, AYES is
based on training students in the
"3 C's" Model.
Technicians need to be able to
show concern to the customer;
analyze the cause of the problem;
and correct the problem. The program also incorporates shadowing
and mentoring activities at local
dealerships.
olo go through the proStudentser
taught how to use
gram are
computerized and electronic equipment at the technical center to
analyze and correct problems in cars
donated or loaned to the school
by the dealerships.
Three area dealerships were represented at the luncheon and

expressed the need for the program. Randy Cunningham of Cunningham Auto Repair stated that
a car is
an investment today" and technicians have to be highly trained
to work on them. Dennis English
of Toyota of Murray agrees that
programs that promote bringing in
bright, capable young people into
this field need to be supported.
Jim Glisson of Parker Ford of
Murray feels that the demand for
highly trained technicians will just
continue to grow.
Tucker, a native of Hickman
County, comes to the vocational
center from Fulton County and is
very excited about AYES. Tucker
hopes to attract students who are
interested in computers and in working with their hands.
A career in automotive technology requires a student who "can
work with their heads and their
hands. Ninety percent of the kids
in my program have never worked
on a car because the day of tin-

kering is becoming obsolete."
The automotive department has
21 students from Calloway County High School and 5 from Murray High presently enrolled with
Tucker hoping to expand the program.
Principal Dennis Harper said
that automotive technology is a
"very exciting field to be entering into as there are so many
aspects of technology that are
applied."
He plans to work with the
school systems' middle and high
schools to inform the students of
the new program and the employ-_
ment opportunities that will be
available once AYES is fully operational.
Assisting him in this endeavor
will be Gerald Gaddi,regional vocational education guidance counselor.
For more information about the
AYES program, contact the Murray-Calloway County Area Vocational Center at 1-270-753-1870.

Forum to address end-of-life issues
A public forum in Murray about
how Kentuckians are cared for at
the end of life is planned for Sept.
7 at St. John's Episcopal Church
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The church is at 1620 West
Main St. in Murray.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Those who wish to actively participate by sharing their own experiences will register at the door.
The Murray forum is one of six
that the Journey's End Project is
hosting throughout Kentucky, and
a result of these will be the production of a one-hour lone docu-

mentary film.
The purpose of the forum is to
gather stories for the film that will
help medical students, nurses, nursing home workers and others who
are caring for patients with terminal illness. It is being organized by Journey's End, a Kentucky Partnership for quality end
of life care housed at the Kentucky Hospital Association in
Louisville.
Local partners in the forum
include the Murray State University Department of Nursing, Mur-

ray-Calloway County Hospital and issues produced by Constance
Hospice, Lourdes' Hospice, 91.3 Alexander in cooperation with the
WKMS-FM and independent pro- partners, community brown bag
ducer Constance Alexander who lunch discussions about end of life
will moderate the forum.
issues hosted by students and facThis activity is one of many ulty of the MSU Department of
scheduled in a year-long project Nursing, art exhibitions, and more.
called "Promises to Keep" involvThose interested in this topic
ing the local partners, funded in will also
want to view KET's
part by the Benton Foundation of
broadcast of the Bill Moyers' series
the Robert Wood Johnson Foun"On Our Own Terms" Sept. 10,
dation and the Kentucky Arts Coun- 11,12
and 13 at 8 p.m. CST.
cil.
For more information, call Kate
Other activities of the "Promises to Keep" project include radio Lochte at WKMS,(270) 762-4745
documentaries- about end of life or (800) 599-4737.

MSU named host site for program
Murray State University has been
selected as the Southeast Regional Host Site for the 2000-01 Binney & Smith Crayola Dream-Makers Program.
Dr. Camille M. Serre, professor in the department of . art, is
serving as the -host site program
coordinator.
Introduced in 1984, the Cray-

ci)
c.)
•r.o,
•
vs)

ola Dream-Makers Program encourages creative and conceptual development in kindergarten through
sixth-grade children, while providing a national forum to exhibit student work.
The program also requires that
professional development opportunities based on the Crayola DreamMakers guide and national/state

visual art standards be provided
by host institutions in each of the
five regions of the country.
In her role as host site coordinator, Serre has presented professional development workshops
for teachers, students and parents
to encourage and stimulate creative thinking in the classroom.

Bill targets funding for
volunteer fire departments
Volunteer fire departments will
receive higher annual allotments
this year for equipment and supplies following the passage of legislation sponsored by State Sen. Bob
Jackson during the 2000 session
of the Kentucky General Assembly.
Senate Bill 130 increases the
annual allotment to qualifying
departments from $7,500 to $8,000
until July 1, 2001. After that date,
the allotment would be raised again
to $8,250.
The funds can be used to purchase protective equipment such
as helmets, boots, portable pumps,
fire extinguishers, nozzles, "jawsof-life" extrication equipment and
many other supplies.
"Volunteer fire departments are
crucial to maintaining safety in
many small communities, particularly in rural areas," Jackson said.
"These institutions traditionally
struggle to make ends meet, so
this legislation will boost state aid
for the equipment that's necessary

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY

Attention Weekend
Warriors and Athletes
Purchase Area Physical Therapy, in
cooperation with physical therapist
Tommy West and Dr. Richard Blalock,
will offer Saturday sport's medicine clinics
beginning September 9, 2000 from
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Dr; Blalock; team physician for Murray State University
athletics, will be on hand to perform evaluations, give
referrals and diagnostic testing as needed. Purchase Area
Physical Therapy's physical therapists will be available to
begin rehabilitation programs immediately — facilitating a
rapid return to sports activities.

cf)

"Providing the proper training
and equipment to the people who
protect us in our homes and businesses is crucial to the health of
our home towns," Jackson said.
"I'm thankful for the opportunity
to support public safety during my
time in the legislature.".
Jackson, a Murray Democrat,
represents the state's 1st senatorial district comprised of Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman
and Trigg counties. Constituents
with concerns or questions can
call the senator toll-free at 1-800372-7181 or visit his Web site at
www.SenJackson.com.
•
Letters for Jackson can be
addressed to his attention at the
State Capitol. Frankfort, KY 40601.

Company's Employees' Vote for
UMWA Representation."
His paper was completed in Dr.
Joe Cartwright's HIS 300: Introduction to Historical Studies class
during the spring semester 2000.
Dobson was the recipient of
the Madison County Civil War"
Round Table Prize, awarded for
the best undergraduate paper on a
Civil War topic, for "Recreation
and the Civil War: The Value of
Leisure to the Common Soldier."
He prepared his paper for Dr.
Duane Bolin's HIS 30: Sports in
America class, also during this
past spring semester.
Both papers were judged in a
"blind refereeing process" by one
in-state judge and one out-of-state
judge.

Pot 0' Gold
605 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 767-9113
Mauser Rifle

Turkish Mauser Model 1903 Rifle, Cal. 8mm (8x57)
Used prominently by the Ottoman Empire. under the
developments of Germany. the 1903 Mauser was a well
respected rifle in Europe throughout W W I Featuring
out-standing durability, and a dependable 5-rd fixed box
magazine With a barrel of 29". overall length of 49". the
rifle weighs 9.2 pounds

Romanian 22 M1969,Cal.

Holy Cow! There's going to be some big fun in someone's
future when they get one of these tack-driving 22's! This
gem is just the ticket for teaching the younguns'(or anyone else, for that matter), how to shoot safely without any
fear of kick-back. These bolt action beauties come complete with sling swivels, triple rear flip sight, grooved
scope mount and a five round detachable magazine.
Barrel length: 23". Overall: 41". Weight: 5.74 lbs.

Deer Hunter Tree Stand
101 W.A.R.
2 way climbing stand, face the tree or
away from the tree Back rest
shooting bar, padded cushion
aircraft aluminum
Safe and easy to use

Special
S14999

Cc,LJ p444C0

Purchase Area Physical Therapy's re ;ular business hours are
Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m. -,6:30 p.n , with 7:00 a.m.
appointments available for students who cannot miss
valuable classroom and practice time.

For more information, call (270) 759-9500
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
208 South 6th Street, Murray, KY

to perform a very valuable service."
In 1998, Jackson was also a
lead sponsor of legislation that
boosted aid to volunteer fire departments from $5,000 to37;500.

MSU students honored

An exhibition of juried artworks
to be submitted by teachers of K6 children from the entire SouthTwo Murray State University hiseast Region of the United States
will be featured at Murray State tory students will be making their
way to the annual meeting of the
during the spring of 2002.
For more information on par- Kentucky Association of Teachers
ticipating in the Crayola Dream- of History (KATH) on Sept. 22Makers event at Murray State, call 23 to receive awards for their
work.
Serre at (270) 762-3784.
James Mills of Benton and
Matthew Dobson of Mayfield
recently won KATH statewide paper
competitions for the year 2000.
Mills and Dobson were competing against undergraduate history
students from Kentucky's public
and private colleges and universities.
Mills won the Thomas D. Clark
Award, given for the best undergraduate paper in the state, for
"Igniting Change: The Williams
Station Disaster and Pyro Mining

The clinic is available to serve all regional middle school,
high school and college athletes that participate in
Thursday and Friday night regional sports events.

‘4•Ne

Sen. Bob Jackson (third from left) stands with executives
representing professional and volunteer fire departments
from across the state as Gov. Paul Patton signs Senate Bill
130.

This coupon worth

$15.00
:.-"-- on purchase of any shotgun - r
-Z.
.......
.0-.......
new or used
0.-....„„--z

effc

Coupon Expires Sept. 12, 2000
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Annual yard sale Sept. 16
Western Kentucky's Biggest Fall
Citywide Yard Sale is quickly
approaching, bringing bargain
hunters from all over to Murray
Sept. 16.
The yard sale is hosted twice
yearly as a fund-raiser for Freedom Fest.
"There are close to 100 yard
sales in town that day," said Judy
Gargus, executive director of the
Murray Tourism Commission and
Freedom Fest. "Those 100 yard
sales attract shoppers from western Kentucky, southern Illinois,
western Tennessee, and even southeastern Missouri."

Local bands to compete
ing Band will not compete, but
will perform their 2000 show titled,
"In the Age of Sand and Gold,"
featuring the music of Alexander
Borodin.
Other bands participating include
the following: Class A — Mayfield, Lyon County, Massac County and Trigg County; Class AA
— Reidland, Murray, Calloway,
Heath and Graves County: Class
AAA - LaVergne ("Inn.) and Ohio

County; and Class AAAA - Gibson (Tenn.) and Marshall County.
Judges for this year's contest
are George Stephens of Princeton,
Ron Cowherd of Paducah, Dee
Bishop of Union City, Tenn., Joe
Roche of Lindenhurst, N.Y., Kenneth Calhoun and Jeff Beckman,
both of Nashville, Tenn, Richard
Robinson of Murray and Jason
Bradshaw of Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Coast Guard seeks applications
The United States Coast Guard
Academy is, now accepting and
processing applications to the Class
of 2005.
Appointments are tendered solely on the basis of an annual nationwide competition with no congressional nominations or geographical quotas.
Applications must be submitted
to the Director of Admissions prior
to Dec. 15.
Candidates must arrange to participate in either the SAT I or
ACT prior to or including the
December 2000 administration.
Appointments are based on the
candidate's high school record, performance on either the SAT I or
ACT, and leadership potential as
demonstrated by participation in
high school activities, community

service and part-time employment.
Most successful candidates rank
in the top quarter of their high
school class and have demonstrated
proficiency in both mathematical
and applied science.
Candidates must be unmarried
at the time of the appointment,
have no legal obligations, and must
have reached the age of 17 but
not 23 by July I. 2001.
Candidates must be assured of.
high school graduation by June
30, 2001.
Coast Guard cadets obtain an
excellent undergraduate education
at no personal expense. In addition, they receive pay and
allowances for living expenses.
curriculum
The
Academy
emphasizes engineering and science, leads to a bachelor of sci-

MSU to offer basic
computer course
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education will
once again offer "Getting Started
with Computers" beginning Sept.
21.
The class will run for three
consecutive Thursdays, and meets
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
"Getting Started with Computers" will help participants learn
the basics of operating a computer, from simple keyboarding and

mouse skills to getting the most
out of Windows '95/'98.
The class is designed to help
people who are computer-hesitant
become confident enough to use
the computer every day.
The price for the class is $50.
Registrations are currently being
taken.
Space is limited. For more information or to register, call 270762-3662 or 1-800-669-7654.

Program signup extended
Larry Mitchell, FSA Deputy
Administrator, Farm Programs,
approved an extension of the signup
period for the Tobacco Loss Assistance Program 2000(TLAPOO)until
Sept. 15.
The deadline was extended
because of the large number of
applicants that have not applied.
In Kentucky, approximately 60 percent of the eligible farmers have
applied for TLAPOO.
USDA will distribute $340 million under TLAPOO to compen-

sate tobacco farmers who suffered
a reduction of tobacco quota for
the 1999-2000 crop years.
Kentucky's share is $140 million. Individual farm payments for
burley tobacco will be split three
ways between farmers, quota owners and those in control of the
quota.
Tobacco producers who have
not applied for TLAPOO should
contact their local FSA office to
apply.

ence degree, and establishes a solid
foundation for a challenging career.
Graduates of the Academy are
commissioned as ensigns in the
United States Coast Guard.
For more information, call 1
(800) 883-8724.

What would you do if someone asked you to spend the next
five years making the world a better place for children to live in?
That's the question being asked
of people throughout the region
at the Second Annual Odyssey Institute, scheduled for Sept. 7-8 at
the Murray State University Curris Center.
The second in a series of anndal events, the Odyssey Institute is
being coordinated by several partners from throughout the region.
Those partners, known as the
Odyssey Foundation, include representatives from such agencies as
Easter Seals West Kentucky, FACE
Family Resource Center, Great
River Region After-School Program, Helping H.A.N.D.S. homeless program, the state Department
for Community Based Services,
Murray Head Start, MSU's Training Resource Center and the Purchase Area Development District
Designed as an interactive learning experience, the Odyssey Institute will begin each day with a
nationally known keynote speaker

Maps with descriptions of items
for sale at each yard sale will be
on sale for $1 each at the Murray Tourism Commission office
Sept. 15 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Sept.16 from 6 a.m. to
noon.

Booths are available at the Murray-Calloway County Park to
include residents of Calloway County who might not be able to host
yard sales at their homes.
"Freedom Fest has the opportunity to offer yard sale space in

For more information about participating in the yard sale or picking up a copy of the map, call
('270) 759-2199.

who will set the tone, or "theme,' using encouragement and inspirafor that day.
tion to challenge participants to
Participants will be invited to reach their highest potential. She
choose two sessions from a "menu" will also lead a springboard sesof siX springboard session-work- sion called "Where
TherestWill._
shops with local and regioSnany there's a Way."
known speakers.
The Odyssey Institute is part
Dr. R. Oman Simpson, co- of the larger effort known as the
founder of JWJ Academy Inc. and Odyssey Project, a community
the Parent Empowerment Program building effort to create a five(PEP) in Phoenix, Ariz., will be year process of "way finding"
the keynote speaker on Thursday designed to help communities learn
and will also lead a springboard how to better care for _ protect
session called "Peace is Every their children.
Step."
For information on registration,
Harriet Turk, a nationally known
motivator, will keynote on Friday, call 270-554-6863

DOES YOUR CAR iVEED TIRES?
Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear
MB MUM

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

IP

401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

Your Custom Banking Solution.

Now you can have it all with AREAadvantage.

Other banks say our way or the highway. At AREA Bank, our
way is way different. Fostering a personal banking relationship
that you design, your way, AREAadvantage lets you create
your very own, total banking solution the way you want. Want

Personal Checking
Personal Savings
Investments
Retirement Planning

personal checking, personal savings or retirement planning?
No problem. Maybe you're in the market for a mortgage,

Personal Loans

personal loan or commercial banking services.

Mortgages

Fact is, it's all here. Area wide. And the big advantage with
AREAadvantage is that you can mix and match to meet

Credit Card Services
Business Checking

all your needs.

Commercial Loans

Home Equity Lines

Small Business Loans
Convenience Banking
For the AREA Bank nearest you visit us at
www.abe ban k.com

_7
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Dr. David Jaco
106 N.6th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-2842 • www.ecak.com
GLAUCOMA

diabetes, and African ancestry. It is one of the leading
causes of blindness in the
U.S.; but, if detected at an
early stage and treated
promptly, glaucoma can usually be ccmtrolled with little,or
no further vision loss. That is
why regular eye examinations
are so important.

Fees are $5 for individuals and
$10 for businesses, churches, multifamily sales, or other cirganizations.

AREAadvantage.

EYE HEALTH & YOUR VISION

Glaucoma is an eye disease
in which the passages that
allow fluid in the eye to drain
become clogged or blocked.
This causes the fluid in the eye
to build up which increases
the pressure inside the eye and
damages the optic nerve.
Glaucoma risk factors include
advancing age, family history
ofglaucoma, nearsightedness,

the park. People who him in the
county may set up booths in the
city park parking lot for the same
price as those who offer sales in
their homes" said Gargus.

Institute focuses on children

WHY IS IT SO HOT?...CCMS students are studying weather, climate change and the effect of
global warming in sixth-grade science class.

More than 1,000 marching band
and color guard members will take
the field Saturday in the 24th
Kentucky Colonel Invitational
Marching Band Contest hosted by
liter--Lone Oak Band Boosters at
the Lone Oak :football field.
The competition will begin at
6 p.m. and the public is invited
to attend.
As hosts. Lone Oak High
School's Kentucky Colonel March-

Applications and fees for participation in the Citywide Yard
Sale are due at the Murray Tourism
Commission office, located at 805
N. 12th St., Sept. II.

mirg

Member FDIC

Online Banking
Trust Services
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Cone hurts
shoulder, but
Yankees top
Royals 10-5

SPONSORED BY

,Stuart Alexander
OP
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."
(270)753-4703 310 SOUTH 4T14 STREET MURRAY. KY
HOME•RENTERS•AUTO•FARM•MOBILE HOME•LONGTERM CARE
BOAT•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES•BUSINESS•DISABILITY•CANCER PLAN

KENTUCKY

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLLS
4A
Co. 2
1 Louisville Male (8)
2-0
89
1
2A
2 Lou St. Xavier
72
2
3-0
1 Boyle County (8)
3-0
so 1
3 Lex Paul Dunbar
2-0
61
2. Lexington Catholic
5
3-0
3
68
4 Lou Trinity
2-0
56
3. Glasgow
3
2-0
2
63
Bryan
5 Lex
Station
1-1
44
4. Corbin
6
2-1
5
51
6 Louisville Manual
3-0
5. Middlesboro
33 9
2-1
4
43
7 Boone County
2-0
28
8
6. Mason County
2-0
6
38
8 Lex Tates Creek
1-2
14
7
7. Belfry
23
7
2-1
, lie) Nelson County
1-1
14 10
(tie) LaRue County
2-1
8
23
10 Lex. Henry Clay
2-1
13
9. Russell
1-1
8 10
Others receiving votes: Hopkinsville 6,
(tie) Breathitt County
0-1
8
Marshall Co. 6. Owensboro Apollo 4. Lou.
Others receiving votes: Russell Co. 7,
Ballard 3, North Hardin 2, Meade Co. 2.
Mercer Co 7. Taylor Co. 6,. Owensboro
Oldham Co 1, Simon Kenton 1.
Catholic 3, Garrard Co. 3, Casey Co. 3,
3A
Whitesburg 3.
1 F.T. Highlands (8)
3-0
1
80
1A
2 Owensboro
3-0
70
2
1. Beechwood (5)
1
77
2-0
3. Bowling Green
3-0
2. Mayfield (1)
48
3
2-0
66
2
4 Franklin-Simpson
3-0
5
46
3. Pikeville (1)
4
3-0
65
5 Paducah Tilghman
4
3-0
38
4. Campbellsville
7
3-0
43
6 Bell County
2-0
37
5. Bellevue
6
3-0
38
5
7 Rockcastie County
3-0
30
6. Danville
8
2-1
36
2
8 Covington Catholic
1-2
19
7
7. Russellville
2-1
31
8
9 Harrison County
3-0
18
8. Somerset (1)
2-0
30
6
10. Lou. Waggener
3-0
11
(tie) Bardstown
1-1
24 10
Others receiving votes: Dixie Heights 10,
10. Hancock County
3-0
9
Lou. Central 8, Sheldon Clark 7, Calloway
Others receiving votes: Trigg Co. 6, HarCo. 6, Warren Central 3, Whitley Co. 3.
rodsburg 5, Harlan 5. Paintsville 3, NewLawrence Co 2, Bourbon Co. 2, Franklin
port Central Catholic 1, Cumberland 1.

SPORTS BRIEFS
UPN46 to broadcast Racer volleyball match
The Murray State volleyball team's match versus Ohio Valley Conference
foe Tennessee-Martin Sept. 12 at Martin, Tenn. will be televised on a tapedelay basis Sept. 16 at 8:30 p.m. on UPN46.
The audio for the broadcast, the first of several joint projects between
UPN46 and the MSU athletic department, will be a radio simulcaSt with playby-play commentator David Snow. The match will be broadcast live on the
Racer Radio Network Sept. 12 at 7 p.m.
Future UPN46 broadcasts of MSU sports will include the Racers' Oct. 7
football game at UT-Martin, which is scheduled for playback Oct. 8 at noon.
UPN46 will also broadcast MSU-UTM men's and women's basketball games.

Special Olympics offers signups in Murray
Spegiai Olympics of Kentucky will hold signups for a bowling league at
Corvette Lanes in Murray Sept. 19 at Corvette Lanes. Singles, doubles and
unified partner leagues will be offered.
All SOKY bowling Tournaments are run according to American Bowling
Congress rules. Athletes are placed in competitive divisions based on their
12-game average, which is required prior to entering tournament competition.
Bowling is just one of 17 year-round sports offered by SOKY to over
10,000 children and adults with mental disabilities each year.
For more information, contact Andy Smith at 759-3496 or the SOKY office
at 1-800-633-7403.

6 receive a FREE gift!

WELCOME BACK...MURRAY STATE

University.Barber Shop
Reg. Hair Cut $9.00 & Style/Cut S10.50
Ask About Our Discount Card For FREE Hair Cut

NEW TANNING BED
Tanning Packages Available
10C A Minute
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 7:30-5:30, Sat. 8:00-12:00
Walk-Ins Welcome

753-1953

• Free College
Information Night

By The Associated Press
While the New York Yankees
finally are winning regularly, they
also are 16sing players regularly.
David Cone is the latest, separating his left shoulder in Tuesday night's 10-5 win over the
Kansas City Royals as he fielded
a popped bunt in the third inning.
"Maybe I can still come back,"
he said. "Maybe there's a chance
I can still get something done this
year. I really can't .tell at this
point."
X-rays didn't show any damage, but Cone was scheduled for
an MRI on Wednesday.
"He said, 'I'm ready Sunday'
but we know better than that,"
said Yankees manager Joe Torre,
whose injury-plagued team maintained its six-game lead over second-place Boston in the AL East.
On Monday, center fielder
Bernie Williams aggravated a previous rib strain in the first inning
of a 4-3 win over the Royals. He
is expected to miss 4-6 games.
Second
baseman
Chuck
Knoblauch and reliever Ramiro
Mendoza have just come off the
disabled list, but neither has played
recently and their status is uncertain.
In
other
games it was
Cleveland
7,
Tampa Bay 4;
Texas 2, Chicago 1; Boston 10,
Oakland 3; Seattle 4, Toronto 3;
Detroit 7, Anaheim 5; and BalCONE
timore 6, Minnesota 5.
At Kansas City, Scott Brosius
hit an eighth-inning grand slam
off Andy Larkin and No. 9 hitter Jose Vizcaino went 4-for-5.
Dwight Gooden (6-4) followed
Cone and gave up three runs and
seven hits in 5 1-3 innings.
"A situation like that is tough,"
Gooden said. "You just go as hard
as you can for as long as you
can."
Jeff Suppan (7-9) allowed five
runs and 10 hits in 5 1-3 innings.
Indians 7, Devil Rays 4
Kenny Lofton hit a nebreaking two-run single off•Tony Fiore
(1-1) during a four-run sixth at
Jacobs Field as Cleveland rallied
from a 4-0 deficit and maintained
a two-game lead over Boston in
the AL wild card race. The Indians are 21-10 since Aug. 2.
Jason Bere (11-9) overcame
early inconsistency to improve to
5-2 since the Indians acquired him
from Milwaukee on July 28. He
allowed four runs and four hits
in six innings, and Bob Wickman
worked the ninth for his 10th save
in 12 chances with the Indians.
Rangers 2, White Sox 1
Chad Curtis hit a two-out RBI
single in the ninth off Bobby Howry
(2-4) at Chicago after pinch-hitter Rusty Greer reached leading
off on the 31st error of the season by shortstop Jose Valentin.

THANKS FOR THE VICTORIES...The Banditos U14 girls' fast-pitch softball team recently competed in the National Regionals in Evansville, Ind, where they were joined by
only two other teams from the state tournament. The Banditos, comprised of girls from
Calloway, Graves and Marshall counties, wished to thank everyone who supported them
through donations and car-wash fundraisers during the 2000 season. Team mambers
are (front row, from left) Rebecca Cripps, Shea Burgess, Danielle McMillen, Stephanie
Fields, Stacie House, April Derington, (back row) Whitni Bast, Adrienne Gann, Danielle
Ray, Ashley Chadwick, Jessie Bock and Jessica Beasley.

Racers take cross-country opener
volleyball player wins OVC award
•
9

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Paced by three of the top
10 runners in the meet, the Murray State men's
cross country team won Saturday's Plough Park Invitational for the second year in a row.
The Racers scored 39 points to host Rhodes College's 56. Ole Miss finished third in team competition, followed by Hendrix College, Arkansas State,
Mississippi College, Jackson State and Hinds Community College.
Murray State's women's team placed fifth at the
event.
Leading the MSU men was junior Jeremy Kirk,
who covered the four-mile course in 21 minutes, 5
seconds to come in second in a field of 70 runners.
Sophomore Joe Davis was sixth with a time of
22:18, four seconds ahead of sophomore Ryan Davis
in seventh.
Sophomore Jeremy Burkeen was 11th in 22:43,
followed by sophomore Devin Wilber in 14th, junior James Smith in 17th, senior Brian Palmer in
28th and sophomore Brian Goodman in 40th place.
The Lady Racers were paced by freshman Susana
Beraun, who completed the women's two-mile race
in 12:53 to finish 12th.
Beraun was followed by freshman Erin McMullen

Dallas' Aikman suffers ninth concussion
IRVING, Texas (AP)
When
Troy Aikman got up from his
fourth sack, everything looked blurry out of one eye. So he started
looking for the contact lens he
figured had been knocked loose.
Thing is, he hasn't worn contacts since having laser surgery
more than a year ago.
Vision problems and slight memory loss were among the early

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree
111.)14.,117(1. 4)1
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Monday. September 25, 2000**6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-2392 by September 22 to register.

Otte big reason to buy

life.insurance.
I call liclp uu secure )our child's

finanial future. See me for details.
Call State Farm Agent:
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

rIllu
rrayit
ta:.ate University)
\ -mamma,
aad kasismic(Demi
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symptoms Allman felt Sunday after
suffering the ninth concussion of
his career. As. of Tuesday night,
the Dallas quarterback still had a
headache and some dizziness.
Despite it all, Aikman told his
agent, Leigh Steinberg, he's determined to continue playing football - maybe as soon as Sunday
against Arizona.
"I talked to him an hour ago
and he has not made a final decision," Steinberg said late Tuesday.
"It's partly going to be a reaction
to his symptoms.
"Troy's tough, but I'm hopeful
he'll sit out a week."
Steinberg said he and Aikman
"really, haven't" talked about retirement because this latest head injury

State Farm is there for

71)'4A emriew.
State

ar'-'

is not as severe
as either of the
two he suffered
last season. Earlier this year, A
comprehensive
exam
showed
that none of his
previous injuries
caused permanent damage.
AIKMAN
"In essence,
they gave him a clean bill of health,"
Steinberg said.
Steinberg always encourages his
clients not to take any risks after
suffering head injuries. His pleading helped convince Steve Young
to retire after symptoms lingered
from a concussion last season.

GUARANTEED

•
• Careers
•
• Financial Aid
•
• \dmission Procedures
•
• - ampus Resources to Help Students
•
• Ii‘ening & Weekend Degrees

in 19th, junior Lindsay Newlin in 24th, senior Brookley Longworth in 48th, senior Amy Vreeland in
54th, freshman Beth Jarboe in 56th and freshman
Meredith Berry in 58th place
MSU Volleyball
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. - Murray State freshman
volleyball player Carrie Potthast was named Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Week
Tuesday by the league office.
A 5-10 outside hitter from St. Rose, Ill., Potthast
leads Murray State in almost every category after
the Racers opened the season with a 2-1 slate in
the Saluki/Best Inns of America Invitational last
weekend in Carbondale, Ill.
Potthast has a .396 hitting percentage and averages of 4.82 kills, 0.45 blocks, 0.45 service aces
and 3.09 digs per game.
She had a match-high 22 kills in Saturday's fiveset loss to host Southern Illinois, as well as 16 kills
Saturday against Louisiana-Monroe and 15 kills Friday versus Long Island.
MSU will next play in the Fiesta Bowl Invitational in Flagstaff, Ariz., where they will open with
host Northern Arizona Friday at 9:30 p.m. CDT. On
Saturday, the Racers will play Georgetown at noon
and Arkansas-Little Rock at 7:30 p.m.
Northern Arizona and Georgetown both played in
laSt year's NCAA Tournament.

arch, 2001

As documented
by the Energy
Information
Association,
propane prices could continue
to increase as much as 20 - 30% this
winter as compared to last. Even with that informa
tion, UPG will allow you to lock in today's price
through the Winter. Please call for more information

Lake Region Propane Gas, Inc.
life.'"

Insurance Company • Home Office: Bloomington. Chou

31 small Lane

"

Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011 • tollflee 800-354-8050
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Super Savings In Every Aisle ?A
New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-8:00

Prices Good
Sept. 6 thru
Sept. 12

good 9aod

GLAVINE

Glavine
outduels
Johnson,
Arizona
By The Associated Press
Tom Glavine didn't need to
throw harder than Randy Johnson
to outpitch the Big Unit.
Glavine won the matchup
between the two leading Cy Young
candidates, recovering from a tortuous first inning to lead the
Atlanta Braves to a 5-2 victory
over Arizona on Tuesday night.
"As a pitcher, you look forward to these kinds of matchups,"
said Glavine, who kept Arizona
off balance with a baffling barrage of changeups and carefully
placed fastballs — none clocked
faster than the upper 80s.
Johnson (17-6) struck out 11
in six innings but gave up three
homers — including a pair of
two-run shots to Chipper Jones. The
Big Unit is only 2-4 with a 3.75
ERA since starting in the All-Star
game.
"He's a good hitter," Johnson
said. "When you make a mistake
to a good hitter, they usually hit
it out."
The Braves won for only the
fourth time in 12 games and kept
a one-game lead over New York
in the NL East. The Mets won
3-2 at Cincinnati to move five
games ahead of Arizona in the
wild card race.
In other NL games, it was San
Francisco 8, Philadelphia 5; St.
Louis 7, Montreal 6; Houston 9,
Florida 5; Colorado 10, Chicago
2; Pittsburgh 8, Los Angeles 0;
and San Diego 3, Milwaukee I.
Glavine (19-6) allowed five hits
and one earned run in seven
innings. He won for the 12th time
in 13 decisions and kept himself
in contention for the third Cy Young
of his career, even though his
ERA (3.61) is more than a run
higher than Johnson's (2.45).
"I just know I've got a good
thing going and I'm going to ride
it for as long as I can," Glavine
said.
Johnson seemed to have a lock
on winning that award for the
second straight year after reaching the All-Star break at 14-2 with
a 1.80 ERA. But he hasn't been
nearly as dominating in the second half, making critical mistakes
at the most inopportune times.
"I feel like I'm pitching good,"
he said."The velocity is right where
it was at the beginning of the
year. You've got to give the opposition some credit, too."
John Rocker pitched 11-3 scoreless innings for his 19th save.
getting the third out in both the
eighth and ninth with twc runners on.
Mets 3, Reds 2, 10 inninds
Todd Zeile's solo shot off Scott
Sullivan (2-6) in the 10th helped
visiting New York snap a four-game
losing streak.

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

7m goad

edied,

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Rightio Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

MAEA11171S'
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U.S. Choice Boneless

Owen's Best

Chuck Roast

Ground Chuck
Family 13c1

$1,59

U.S. Choice
Boneless Chuck

Steak
$ 1 69
I Lb

Lb

Bal' Park Reg or Bun Size

Franks

Kentucky Farms

Pet

1% Milk
$1
89
I
gal

Orange Juice

Domino

Quaker Instant

Sugar

Oatmeal
14-15.2 oz. $239

lgal

947

5 Lb Bag

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
A&W, Diet Rite

$279

$ 1 99

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

790

With S10 00 Grocery Order Excludin Tobacco

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper, 7-Up
12p,

2/$500

Kleenex Double Roll Cottonelle

$ 1 79

Bath Tissue

4 Roll

Prairie Farms

Skim Milk

1/2 gal

6-8 oz.

'lie Liquid L.]:

Detergent

SCHEDULE

Frosting

99' Country Crock
79' Crackers
99

100 OZ

$5

Showboat
A

Pork a Beans

39

7.5 oz

Applesauce
Keebler Lesta Saltine

Jeno Assorted

Pizzas

I

Jiffy Cake Mix or

25oz

Best Yet Whole

280z 79'
2/99'
5/89'
89'

Tomatoes

(It Chicken of the Sea
OY Tuna

ionc Snack Ramen
1/4 Sticks L/ 7
3 oz.
7 Noodles
$ 1 09 RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
16 oz. I
2 Liter
A&W, Diet Rite
00 Pepsi, Diet Pepsi. Mt. Dew,
$ 1 99
15 oz
I
6pk 16 oz
Dr. Pepper, 7-Up
II

3/$

ACPAWILF.

›.•

1
7 =1

THURSDAY
HIGH SCHOOL GOLF
• Calloway County, Murray
and Lone Oak (boys/girls)
Oaks C.C. - 4:30 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Reidland vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 7 p.m.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
• Murray State vs. Samford
Birmingham, Ala. - 7 p.m.

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Baby
Swisc

Baked Ham
$429

Chicken
$21 9

Cheese
$429

Owens Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Rotisserie

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Golden Ripe

Exotic

Red & White

Bananas

Kiwi Fruit

Grapes

Fresh 1 Lb

New Crop Red
5 Lb Bag

1100 4 $100 89'

Fit IDAY
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
• Calloway County vs.
Madisonville-North Hopkins
Madisonville - 7:30 p.m.
• Murray vs. Tbdd Co. Central
Elkton - 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• MSU vs. Northern Arizona
at Fiesta Bowl Invitational
flagstaff, Ariz. - 9:30 p.m.

Cole Slaw
$ 39

Chicken
$900

2

Beef

$289

Garden Salad
$ 1 29

88 Ct Wash
Red Delicious

Apples

Potatoes
$ 1 39

69
k
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Racers back to work following SIU win
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
What did the Murray State Racers receive as a reward for their
hard work against Southern Illinois? More work.
Less than 24 hours after last
Thursday's 42-20 season-opening
win over the Salukis, the Racers
were back on the practice field
preparing for tomorrow's 7 p.m.
showdown with Samford in Birrn:Ingham, Ala.
"The people in the community
have been loving on them and
patting them on the back, like
we'd just won the Super Bowl,"
said MSU head coach Joe Pannunzio."But, the fact is, we haven't
won anything yet.
"We've worked them real hard
the last few days to get that (good
feeling) out of them. We've got
to make them understand that it
was only one win - and they
understand that," he added.
In last week's victory, the Racers de-railed SIU's high-powered

offensive attack, shutting down
Saluki quarterback Sherard Poteete.
Poteete completed just 15-of36 passes for 181 yards and was
intercepted five times - twice by
senior linebacker Jai Williams, who
was named the Ohio Valley Conference's Defensive Player of the
Week for his efforts.
Murray proved it was more than
capable of shutting down a good
offensive team. However, the Racers will face the polar opposite
of StU's wide-open attack this
week.
"The biggest thing that concerns me is facing (Samford's)
option," Pannunzio said. "They're
a fundamentally soiind football
team. We'll have to play better
than we did last week to win this
game."
While the Racer defense will
see a drastic switch in the shortterm, Pannunzio said facing an
option attack will prepare the unit
for a more important encounter later
in the season.

MSU at Samford
When: Thursday, Sept. 7, 7 p4n.
Where: Seibert Stadium, Murray, Ky.
Records: Murray State is 1-0 on the season while Samford
stands at 0-1.
The coaches: Joe Pannunzio is in his first season # Murray
State. Jan Quarless is 37-29-1 in his seventh seasot at Samford.
The series: Thursday's contest is the 5th meeting between the
two schools.
Last meeting: The Racers defeated the Bulldogs 34-27 Oct.
21, 1999 in Murray. MSU leads all-time series between the
two schools 2-1-1.
Next week: The Racers will travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Sept. 16 to take on Middle Tennessee State. Samford will
play at Division 1-A Maryland Sept. 23.
"Our main objective is to win
the OVC, and that starts with
Western Kentucky and their option,"
Pannunzio noted. "With Samford
and Indiana State (Sept. 23), that

gives us two opportunities to face
the option."
The MSU defense won't be the
only ones with its hands full. The
Racer offense - and new quarter-

Martin survives in U.S. Open
NEW YORK (AP) — Coming
up with five-set magic once again,
Todd Martin celebrated his uncanny survival from two sets down
as if he had just won the U.S.
Open title.
At 1:22 a.m., after 4 hours, 17
minutes of drama Tuesday night,
Martin happily smashed his racket on the court and raced around
the stadium slapping hands with
hundreds of the hardy fans and
friends who stayed to watch another remarkable comeback.
Martin's 6-7 (3), 6-7 (7), 6-1,
7-6 (6), 6-2 victory over Carlos
Moya came one year after a similar comeback from two sets down
in the same fourth round against
Greg Rusedski en route to the

final.
The escape this time was no
less remarkable, with Martin serving 24 aces and saving 17 of 18
break points.
"I feel terrible, but I feel great,"
Martin said. "I was feeling a little bushed (after the second set)
but I got off to a good start in
the third and kept going."
The racket Martin so delightedly destroyed was a twisted mess,
and he said he would save it to
sell for charity.
In the qua:tiers, Martin will play
another unseeded player, Sweden's
Thomas Johansson, who eliminated Wayne Arthurs 6-4, 6-7 (7), 63, 6-4.
The men's side took another

hit when No. 3 Magnus Norman Norman said. "Normally, I have
bowed out, beaten decisively by no problem. I would kill those shots.
No. 14 Nicolas Kiefer, 6-2, 6-7 Today my rhythm wasn't there.
(3), 6-1, 6-3.
My head wasn't really there. My
With No. I body wasn't really there. He didAndre
Agassi n't make it easy for me, either"
and No. 2 GusKiefer planned it that way.
tavo
Kuerten
"I think he's playing great for
gone in the first the last nine months," he said.
three days, Nor- "Everywhere he goes, he goes to
man was high- the finals, semifinals, he wins.
est remaining He's a very tough player.
seeded player.
"I played a great match. I played
And he was my game. I didn't give him the
enjoying the best chance to play his game. That's
MARTIN
of
summers, what you have to do."
leading the tour with 58 victories.
That put Kiefer in the quarterHe hardly looked the part against finals against No. 6 Ii4arat Satin,
Kiefer,,making 59 unforced errors. who topped No. 12 Juan Carlos
"1 was not sharp enough today," Ferrero 6-1, 6-2, 6-2.

Lone Oak stops
Lakers Tuesday;
Lady Lakers fall
II Flash claim
shootout victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LONE OAK — Perhaps the
Calloway County boys' soccer
team's hopes for its first win of
the season were a little high Tuesday.
Three of the Lakers' five penalty kicks in a shootOut sailed over
the goal as Lone Oak won the
shootout 3-2 and the match by a
3-2 count.
"We put ourselves in a position to win, but we just didn't
finish our shots," said CCHS head
coach Mark Kennedy. who saw
marked improvement from his 05 squad. "We finally found an
alignment that works for us and
we played consistently on offense,
but you can't miss penalty kicks
high."
The move of Seth Bryant to
center forward paid off in an assist
to Adam Yezerski 22 minutes into
the first half as Calloway took a
1-0 lead.
But the host Purple Flash (22) rebounded 10 minutes after halftime when Kurt Fryberger found
the back of the net on an assist
from Justin Jett.
Jacob Abbott's penalty kick
halfway through the second half
put the Lakers back on top 2-1.
but Chris Jett's PK with 8:00 left
evened the contest at the end of
regulation.
Lone Oak outshot Calloway 2613, but Brady Harris made 10
first-half Saves and Dan Mathis
turned back five shots in the second half for the Lakers, who
missed several scoring chances in
the two five-minute sudden-death
overtime periods.
Harris stopped the first Flash
attempt in the shootout and the
home team's second PK missed
high, but so did Calloway's first
two shots.
Bryant provided the equalizer

to Eric Burnett's goal in the third
round of the shootout, but when
Yezerski evened the shootout at
2-2 in the fifth round, Todd Belcher's PK evaded Harris' outstretched
hand for the game-winning score.
"We needed Brady to save one
and he did, and Lone Oak missed
one high, too, but they made one
more than we did," said Kennedy,
whose Lakers must be ready for
Saturday's 1 p.m. Second District
game versus Mayfield at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
"We're starting to round into
form, but we'll have to scramble
and turn it around because Graves
County and
Mayfield have
improved."
Girls' Soccer
LONE OAK — Dean Short's
Lady Lakers just can't seem to
get any breaks after Calloway fell
to 0-4 Tuesday when Katie Shelbourne's goal with 14 minutes
remaining gave Lone Oak (2-3) a
2-1 victory.
Teresa Dycus' 14 saves were
almost enough to make Amberly
Paschall's goal 36 minutes into
the first half — assisted by Kristi
Sells — stand up.
But the Lady Flash combination of Shelbourne and Andria
Downs proved too much down the
stretch.
Downs followed Paschall's score
by converting on a scramble in
front of the Lady Laker net just
seconds later, and Downs rewarded Shelbourne's assist with a feed
of her own on the deciding goal.
"The bumps in the road continue for us," said Short, the CCHS
head coach. "The game could've
gone either way; we played well,
and if we had finished our chances,
the result would've been entirely
different.
"We're frustrated, but Teresa
played a good game for us and
we'll make some adjustnients to
improve our offense."
The Lady Lakers return to action
Saturday when they host Second
District foe Mayfield at II a.m.

back Stewart Childress - will be
challenged by a tough Bulldog zone.
Childress, a redshirt freshman,
was impressive in his debut as a
Racer, completing 12-of-25 passes
for 175 yards and two touchdowns.
However, he'll be faced with a
different look tomorrow night.
"They'll mix things up on us
with a zone," said Pannunzio.
"When they blitz, you're going
to see a zone. It's going to add
a different dimension, and Stewart's going to have to react to
that."
Samford comes into Thursday's
matchup off a season-opening 236 loss to Tennessee-Chattanooga.
'The Bulldogs will also be looking for revenge for dropping a 3427 decision to the Racers last season at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Meanwhile, the Racers enter the
contest a little banged up from
last week - absorbing injuries to
free safety Jeremy Davis(hip pointer) and Josh Foster.
But MSU does catch a break

on the defensive line with the
returns of tackle Philip Wasson
and end Ed Johnson.
"The thing that always concerns
me is our depth," said Pannunzio.
"We're so thin that we cannot
afford any injuries.
"One of the things we're going
to be forced to do is practice without pads. I don't want to, but
we'll probably have to just to
avoid the injuries."
According to Pannunzio, surviving the week-to-week grind beginning with Samford - is the
Racers' main focus.
"We're going to have to play
well to beat this team," Pannunzio explained. "This is our first
road game, and teams usually play
better when they're at home. So
it will be a good challenge for
US.

"We're not going on this trip
to have fun. Everything's going
to be business. We'll have our pleasure trip at the end of the season."

MHS golfers return
to action Tuesday
Staff Report
ermous. Josh Dunn added a 46
Murray Ledger & Times
and David Purcell a 47.
MAYFIELD — The Murray
The Murray girls were paced
High golf teams returned from by a 55 from Ellen Gingles and
their Labor Day vacation with a 59 from Kelly Dick. Carley
a long day on the links Tues- Faughn shot a 61 and Blair Wagday at Mayfield Country Club. oner carded a 63.
In boys' play, Mayfield shot
Marshall's girls' team did not
a 150 to edge Marshall County field a full team, and no score
by three strokes as Murray card- was reported for the Lady Cared a 171, while the Lady Tigers dinals.
put together a team score of 238 • Murray returns to action
over nine holes.
Thursday when Calloway CounZack Rayburn led the Tiger ty hosts MHS and Lone Oak
boys with a 3-over-par 37, fol- for a three-way match at 4:30
lowed by a 41 from James Quert- p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Murray blasts
St. Mary 8-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Mallary France and Annie Hutson netted hat tricks, but goalkeeper Lauren Massey stole the
show in the Murray High girls'
soccer team's 8-0 rout of St. Mary
Tuesday at Ty Holland Field.
France — the owner of hat
tricks in consecutive games -scored twice in the first 10 minutes of the game on assists from
Hutson and Lacey Latimer, respectively.
But Massey stopped a Lady
Viking breakaway to preserve a
1-0 lead and kept the visitors off
the scoreboard once more in the
first half by corralling a deflection that almost resulted in an
own goal.
While Massey completed the
shutout with/ 11 saves, the Lady
Tigers (4-1) put the match out of
reach with six second-half goals,

outshooting St. Mary 30-15 and putting 22 shots on goal to earn their
third straight win.
Hutson got the ball rolling on
a feed from France three minutes
into the second half, and France
converted a pass from Latimer
seven minutes later to double Murray's halftime lead against a Lady
Viking team that was missing its
starting forwards.
Latimer added a goal on an
assist from Chelsee Thompson midway through the second half, and
Hutson tallied consecutive goals
— at the 22:00 mark on a dish
from Ashley Futrell and eight minutes later on an assist from Latimer
— before Heather Collins set up
Latimer's goal with five minutes
to play, he second score to go
along with three assists.
The Lady Tigers visit Hopkinsville Saturday at 6 p.m.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

THE WINNING KICK.. Murray High's Annie Hutson wins possession of the ball from a St. Mary player during the Lady
Tigers 8-0 win Tuesday night at Ty Holland Stadium.
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Now save
up to 20% on
State Farm car
insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify:

•
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Add Wheeling Centurydrain 2000® roofing and siding to your
business. Galvanized steel for strength and durability.

29 ga #1 Centurydrain

29 ga. #1 Galvanized

$46.00 square

$32.00 square

COUNTRY METALS
13800 St. Rt. 564, Farmington, KY
(5 miles South of Farmington on 564)
7'0—01283— MIE3151

Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935

Like.a good neighbor, State Farm is there.°
State Fartn Mutual Autornobik Insurance Company (not in NI)
State Farm Indemnity Company (NI)• home Offices: Bloomington. Illinois

statefarm.com
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Carstens publishes fourth book
Dr. Ken Carstens, professor of
anthropology and archaeology in
the department of geosciences at
Murray State University. recently
published a companion volume to
last year's book "Personnel of
George Rogers Clark's Fort Jefferson."
Carstens' newest book, "The
Calendar and Quartermaster Books
of General George Rogers Clark's
Fort Jefferson, Kentucky, 17801781," as well as last year's book,
was published through Heritage
Books Inc.
This is the fourth book published by Carstens since 1996. He
has two other books in the offing to
be available by 2002. including a
biography of General George
Rogers Clark which will be published through Kent State University Press.
Brief though its history is, Fort
Jefferson was the first American
settlement in extreme western Kentucky.
It was located at the mouth of
Mayfield Creek where it flows into
the Mississippi River. Carstens
found Fort Jefferson's records in
1983 through the help of an MSUCISR grant and an MSU Presidential Research Fellowship that allowed him to travel to Virginia.
Clark's records had been lost
during the American Revolution
.and were not found until 1912 in
the basement of the Virginia governor's house. Unfortunately for
Clark, the loss of the Fort Jefferson
records and administrative records
from the Illinois country spelled
economic ruin for him personally,
Carstens said.
The man who had attained the
rank of Brigadier General by his
28th birthday, and who Kentucky
historians refer to as the "father of
Kentucky," spent the later years of
his life in bankruptcy, the courts
and bitterness for a country which
would not reimburse him for the
loss of his personal fortune, used in
support of the American Revolution and the War in the West, Carstens,noted.
Fort Jefferson's records provide
fascinating insights into the life of a
frontier post. Carstens has brought
these materials together for the first
time, adding additional data from
the extensive collection of documentary material in the archives of
Virginia, Kentucky, Illinois and
Missouri.

VISA,MAST'. WARD,DISCOVER
1POODSTA Nt Ps. & 1% IC ACCEPTE1
1%E MERU THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUAN1[TIES

Prices Good
Wed., Sept. 6

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144• Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

thru
Tues., Sept. 12

LOW LOW PRICES
Pride of Illinois

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt, Dew

Corn or Green Beans
Dr. Ken Carstens (left), professor of anthropology and archaeology at Murray State University, recently presented a copy of
his newest book, "The Calendar and Quartermaster Books of
General George Rogers Clark's Fort Jefferson, Kentucky,
1780-1781," to the MSU libraries. Accepting the book is Dr.
Coy Harmon (center), dean of libraries. Also shown is Dr. Peter
Whaley, a geosciences professor and chairman of the CISR
committee. Funding from a CISR grant was instrumental in
Carstens' work on his books about Fort Jefferson.

The book, Carstens said, will be
of great interest to prosopographers. genealogists and historians
of Kentucky's earliest settlers. Reenactors who strive for authenticity
in their historic costume designs
and living history portrayals will
find this work particularly useful.
as will readers who enjoy the early
history of Kentucky and the American Revolutionary War period.
The book totals 349 pages and is
divided into two parts. Part I, the
"Calendar." is a day-by-day calendar of events that took place at Fort
Jefferson. It contains a daily list of
abstracted information, including
the names of enlisting soldiers and
their officers; requests for food, articles of clothing, weapons and
other supplies; articles requested as
gifts for Indians; reports of military
actions at other forts; summaries of
letters between important people
such as Thomas Jefferson and Patrick Henry; and more. These-abstracts fill the scene with living
men and women.
Part II, the "Quartermaster
Books" of John Dodge and Martin
Carney, are reproduced line by line
from the original 18th century Fort
Jefferson quartermaster books.
These books contain 2,731 line

item entries, identifying more than
280 individuals and providing information including references to
the movements of various militar)
companies such as the Clarksville
militia; a catalog of arms, accouterments, munitions, commodities and
dry goods issued to officers, members of their companies, members
of the militia, and Indian allies; and
an approximation of family sue
and activities pursued by men.
women and children while serving
in a support capacity at Fort Jefferson and the civilian community" ot
Clarksville.
Introductory material and separate full name indices are provided
for each section, as well as map
delineating places mentioned in the
text and a useful glossary of 18th
century terms. Historical background is provided describing
George Rogers Clark's campaigns
to seize Kaskaskia, Cahokia, Vincennes, and to defend St. Louis.
Carsten's book may be purchased locally at the Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center gift shop.
It is also available from Heritage
Books Inc., 1540E Pointer Ridge
Place, Bowie, MD 20716. Heritage
Books' online address is www.heritagebooks.com.
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Sunshine Ration Dog Food
20 Lb. Bag

$2•97

2 Liter Bottle

Showboat Pork & Beans
15 oz. Can

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Beef or Mini Ravioli
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15 oz.
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Nunn Better Corn Meal
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Chicken of the Sea Tuna

1.49

6 oz. Can
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QUALITY MEATS

Service
Pet Grooming
by
Open
Monday
thru
Friday 8-5

Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

(270) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson ltd. South

Take Computer Classes In Your7
HOME!

Assorted

Lb.

Center Cut

WEST KENTUCKY

Pork Chops

TECHNICAL COLLEGE

U.S.D.A. Choice

All you need is a computer and internet access and you can
learn from the convenience of your home.
Classes begin October 11!
For enrollment and additional course information go to:
www.ed2go.com/wktc

9.69
S2.119 Lb

Pork Chops

Chuck Roast

I

a.

U.S.D.A. Choice

Shoulder Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice

Chuck Steak
U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin

stin
Lb.

Tip Steak

FRESH PRODUCE

Available courses:
Introduction To The Internet
Advanced Web Pages
Getting Organized with Outlook
Windows File and Disk Management
Introduction to Microsoft Excel
Introduction to Microsoft Word
Basic A+ Certification: Hardware I
Basic A+ Certification: Operating Systems
Marketing for Small Business

Creating Web Pages
Creating Web Graphics
Microsoft FrontPage
Photo Shop Basics
Introduction to Microsoft Access
Introduction to PowerPoint
Keyboarding
Personal Financial Planning
Intermediate Microsoft Excel
Introduction to Quickbooks

A service of the Purchase Center for Corporate Training
For more information, email at stephanie.scheer@kctcs.net
z
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D
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99C
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Grapes
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Salad Mix

1 Lb. Bag

$1.28

Oranges
Fresh Green

Cabbage
Yellow

Onions

4 Lb. Bag

9.97
28°
97°
Lb

3 Lb Bag
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00142

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00270

\

WALTER NEWTON.JANICE F. NEWTON
) s ALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY,

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,AS SERVICER
FOR UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
Ud/b/a PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL
BANK & TRUST COMPANY,
VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE
A

DEFENDANTS

.\

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
'ourt;in August 16, 2000, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer
r sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
'aunty. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
so,ptember IS, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
th following described property located in Calloway County,
Kent ucky. with the address of said property being 234 Derek Trail,
Kentucky 42071, and more particularly described as fol.
Lots 52 and 55. Unit III. Crappie Hollow Shores .as shown by
Plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 4, Page 17,
calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same property conveyed to Walter Newton, and wife,
Janice E Newton, by deed dated November 16, 1993, of record
in Book 197, Page 102. and by Deed of Correction, dated
September 4. 1997. of record in Book 267, Page 53. in the office
if the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
t he purchaser to have,the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
•redit 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of onehird
I of the purchase price in cash together with bond with good
-urety fur the remainder of the purchase price,.said remainder bearing interest at 12.; per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
tidly due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
t he property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
Ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.
!feed this 22nd day of August. 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

DALE PETRICK, LISA PETRICK,
and CITY OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY,

Beginning on the North right of way of a blacktop road known
as Calloway Street and running West from the L & N Railroad
to the home of Hanzy Paschall and said beginning point being
the Southwest corner of the Clerk lot (formerly O.T.
Weatherford Lot) and said beginning point further being
approximately 200 feet West of the intersection of Calloway
Street with a dead end gravel street running north; thence
north with the west line of Clark (now Barnett) 100 feet to a
stake; thence west 86 feet to a stake; thence south 100 feet to
the north right of way to said black top road; thence east with
said right of way to the beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Dale Petrick and wife,
Lisa Petrick by deed dated February 13, 1996, from Willis J.
Glover. a single person, as recorded in Book 223, Page 354, and
by a deed dated February 20, 1998, from Dale Grayson, a single
person, as recorded in Book 277. Page 814 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold
on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of
ten
percent(10%I on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this 22nd day of August, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00104
DEES BANK OF HAZEL,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

STAN OVERCAST,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY
AND CITY OF HAZEL,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00093

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 25, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 11, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky. with the address of said property being 406 Center
Street. Hazel. Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Commencing at the southwest corner of Block No. 10 as shown
by the plat Of the City of Hazel, on north side of Center Street,
running West 100 feet to a stake; thence North 300 feet to South
side of Dees Street: thence East with Dees Street 100 feet;
thence South with West side of Block 10.300 feet to the beginning corner.
EXCEP1: Commencing at a stake on North side of Center
Street or at the Southwest corner of lot herein conveyed, running thence East with Center Street 25 feet to a stake; running
thence North 300 feet to South side of Dees Street, running
thence West with Dees Street 25 feet to a stake, running thence
South 300 feet to a stake in north margin of Center Street at
beginning corner.
Further described by being 25 feet off of the West side of a 100
by 300 feet lot deeded to-Brent Clayton Wilson.6-30-43, Deed
recorded in Deed Book 75, at Page 396, in Calloway County
Clerk's Office, Murray. Kentucky.
There is further conveyed herewith the Howard Johnson 1972
two-bedroom trailer. Being the same property conveyed to Stan
Overcast, and wife. Bonnie Overcast by deed from Sam
Overcast dated May 24. 1995, recorded in Book 214 at Page 494.
Bonnie Overcast quitclaimed her interest in the property to
Stanley Bruce Overcast (a/c/a Stan Overcast) by Quitclaim
Deed dated February 5, 1998,recorded in Book 308 at Page 599.
Both instruments are recorded in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent I 10% on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this the 9th day of August, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, INC.,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

JOHN DANIEL BRADSHAW,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF JOHN DANIEL
BRADSHAW, if any; AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

All stored items in storage unit 155 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South,
Murray, KY 42071. have been abandoned and
if all charges for storage unit 155 are not paid
in full on or before Sept. 10, 2000, Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in unit 155. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 155 will be posted
at a later time

Deadline
For
Grandparent's
Day
Photos is
Sept. 7
at 3 p.m.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 15. 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 18, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with the address of said property being 404 Calloway
Street. Hazel,KY,and more particularly described as follows to wit:
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Legals
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PLAINTIFF

Deadline Day & Time
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Fri. 11 a.m
Mon 1 p.m
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Saturday .
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00204
UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer
for Union Planters Bank, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First National Bank & Trust Company,
VS.,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

STEWART B. JAMES,SHERRY S. JAMES,
GARY D. JAMES,LEASECOMM CORPORATION,
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY,
and CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 16, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
September 18, 2000, at the hour of I0:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with the address of said property being 1619 Kirkwood
Drive. Murray. Kentucky 42071. and more particularly described
as follows to wit:
A 0.380 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, on May 21, 1985, located at the
intersection of Kirkwood Drive and Catalina'Drive in the City
of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and shown as Lot 13,
Block 5, Plainview Acres Subdivision, Unit 1, Plat Book 2, Page
3 and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Northwest corner of the Richard Steiger property, Deed Book 16, Card 296, said point being an existing iron
pipe 25.00 feet East of the Centerline of Catalina Drive and
145.25 feet South of the centerline of Kirkwood Drive; thence
North 45 00' 00" West - 100.25 feet along the East side of
Catalina Drive to a #4 re-bar set; thence, north 0 00,00" East #34 rebar set 25.00 feet South of the centerline of Kirkwood
Drive to a #4 re-bar set; thence North 6111'29" East - 128.55
feet across the chord of a curved right-of-way to an existing iron
pin at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence South 1458'33" East - 97.49 feet with the Robbie Crouse
West Property line, Deed Book 164, Card 19 to an existing iron
pin at the Southeast corner ofthe herein described tract of land;
thence South 45 0,00" West - 125.87 feet generally along a fence
and with the said Steiger North property line to the point of
beginning.
The above-described property is subject to the restrictions as set
forth in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Clerk in Plat Book 2, Page 4, and such restrictions are specifically incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
Stewart James and Sherry James obtained title to the abovedescribed property by a deed dated March 19, 1996,from Robert
W. Harrison and wife, Elsie Harrison as recorded in Book 224,
Page 379, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's office.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 16, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the.Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
September 18. 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout,
the following described property -located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with the address of said property being Pineview Drive,
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lots No. 330, 343 and 344 in Unit Two of the Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision as shown by plat of the same which is of record in
the office of the Clerk of Calloway County:
This property is subject to the restrictions and covenants of
record in Plat Book 2, Page 2 and Deed Book 108, Page 372, in
the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
Being that property conveyed to John Daniel Bradshaw by Ann
C. McGuire, et al., by deed dated March 26, 1498, of record in
Book 281. Page 208, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway
County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent( 10'; Ion the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12c; per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this:22nd day of August, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Grandparents' Day
Deadline
Thurs., Sept. 7th, 3 p.m.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of30 days,the purchaser shall be required to a deposit ten percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety
for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due
and payable in thirty (30)days': A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained
and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 22nd day of August, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway circuit Court
060

060

Melo Wanted

Help Wanted

COORDINATOR OF TELEMARKETING/ANNUAL FUND
Development and Alumni Affairs
Murray State University
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree with at least one-year
professional experience (may be university advancement,
assisting telemarketing in university or other setting).
Proficiency in MS Office Suite (Word, Excel); strong interpersonal communication (written and verbal), and organizational
skills. Preference to applicants with creative print design,
managerial experience and working with volunteers.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Designing strategies to increase
annual gifts and donor participation through telemarketing,
direct mail and special events; initiating new and innovative
prospect segmentation and appeals; coordinating, managing
and supervising all telephone and direct mail solicitation for
the University, including alumni and special constituencies.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 15, 2000. TO
APPLY: Send letter of interest, resume, along with the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional references to: Jim Carter, Search Committee Chair, Office
of Development and Alumni Affairs, Murray State University,
106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center, Murray, KY
42071-3313. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Equal education and employment, M/FD, AA employer.
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WI)Wanted

1
ATTENTION
Hunters
Hunting seasons lust THIS space is reserved
the day might corns,
around the corner So you
Your
pet has strayed
need your 4-wheeler serviced We do oil changes, oil can't find its way horns.
filter air fitter & adjust the
Just give us a call, we'll
valves Call Andy or Dave
be glad to help,
901-364-9813
Your loved one we'll
NANCY Mayfield, Formerly
try to find,
Family Haircare is now 'Cause we all have Furry
employed at Kut-N-Curt
or Feathered Friends,
Across
from
Sirloin
Here at the
Stockade. Mon-Fn. 7:30Ledger 8 Times.
5 00 Sat. 9-2 Closed
Wednesdays Call 7531682
Appointment's/
Watkins Welcome.

Call 753-1916

TIRE AMNESTY
PROGRAM
Sept 28th. 29th & 30th

CALL 759-3549

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
GDP 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364
NEED Person for shipping
dept Typing and computer
skills helpful Apply at 95
Chestnut St between 8am
& 5pm Mon, Thurs. Fri

Ns* Misalsd

ARE You Connected?
Internet Users Wanted'
$500- $7500/ month
www.earn-it-online.com
ARE you looking for a
career with a growing company?
Sportable Scoreboards is
looking for you'
Current full time 1st shift
positions available for a
shipping lip& who has
excellent organizational
skills and is able to communicate with freight companies to correlate shipments and handle claims
Sales/Telemarketer who
can respond to prospective
customers, solicit orders
and handle client needs via
telephone Applications are
being accepted for these
positions and future openings in PRODUCTION
ASSEMBLY at:
Spoilable Scoreboards,
106 Max Hurt Drive.
Murray
IMMEDIATE openings for
FT & PT warehouse positions Hours 7AM-3 30PM
M-F Possible Saturdays
Apply @ Southeastern
Book Co Hwy 641N
Murray

MATTEL
has 100 immediate openings
in Molding
12 hour shifts

$7.25
Apply at

o MANPOWER
522 MAIN STREET
753-3655
EOE
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - inch/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

IMMEDIATE Openings a
Mattel
for
Spanish
Speaking translators. Will
work midnight to noon. Or
noon to midnight. $8.25/hr.
Call 759-8383 for more
information
THE National Scouting
Museum, located on the
Murray State University
Campus Is looking for an
enthusiastic, self- motivated individual to serve as
Gift
Shop
Clerk.
Weekdays.
TuesdayFriday,
now
through
November 30, hours are
8.30- 5. Applicant must be
computer literate, have
good typing skills and an
outgoing
personality.
Please come by and fill out
an application with museum secretary, Monday
through Friday, 8am to
5pm.
NO
PHONE
INQUIRIES PLEASE.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available

IMMEDIATE Opening for
community support consultant to work in local and
surrounding areas Entrylevel position. Excellent
management opportunity
Starting salary $26,900+
bonuses. commissions &
benefits. Retail and banking experience helpful.
Cheerleaders & women
excel. Minimum 2yrs
College. Degree a plus
We train. For personal and
confidential interview, call
1-843-857-0522.
OWN A Computer?
Put It To Work
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
www.e2wealth.com
or (888)367-9799
PART-TIME Employment
Brass Lantern Restaurant.
in Aurora, Ky: Applications
now being taken for salad
person, bus persons.
servers and kitchen workers. Call 474-2773 this
week.
UHNEHS Fleet over with
star cars needs lease drivers with HazMAT CDL. 525
N-14, 18spd. Run for
Murray, KY. Carrier need
12,000 miles/ month.•270759-0124.

,REABanke
itP
(N
has immediate openings for qualified candidates
to fill the following positions:

Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts.
Paid Vacations & More.

LOCAL church seeks
Director of Children's
Ministry. Will have responsibilities
for
nursery
through
6th
grade
Complete lob description
available upon request
Hours negotiable. Please
submit resume with references to.
PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071

Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.

ile7sh

Full Time Tellers:
Provide prompt, efficient, and friendly service to customers with the
highest degree of accuracy. High school graduate or equivalent.
Excellent customer service and sales skills. Previous banking and/or
retail experience helpful.

Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.

•4 Week Programs
•Day or Evening Classes
•slob Placement Assistance
0se.0
CALL NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield. KY
.65 Or Older No Tuition COSI
Equal Educal•on and Employment Ooponunates • ALF 0

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST

Entry level positions are available for quail,fled professionals to provide effective-meaningful work with children and their families.
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc. is
accepting resumes for the positions of InHome Therapist with our Families and
Children Together Safely program and the
Family Preservation Program in the
Mayfield office. One opening, which serves ,
the 17 counties of Western KY, also exists in
the Family Unity program. The applicant
must possess the following skills: a team
player, highly motivated to serve families
and children, excellent,communication skills,
a self starter, honestrif&xible, punctual, have
a working knowledge of community
resources and have the ability to make well
informed decisions independently. Training
NOW Hiring Full time
will be provided. These are full time positions
nights at Break Time
and PACS.provides an excellent fringe benefit
Billiards. Apply in person.
package unmatched in this area.
759-9303.

Servers, Cooks. Dishwashers,
and Night Janitorial
Weekly Pay Up To $7.50 Per Hr.

Customer Service Representative:
Open new accounts and promote customer relations while providing
general customer assistance, banking center support, and cross-selling bank services_ High School graduate or equivalent. Seeking a
self-starter; general banking and/or direct sales experience is
desired, along with strong interpersonal commlinication skills.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING

All interested parties who hold at least a
Bachelor's degree in Social Work.
Psychology, Sociology or other social services
related fields are urged to send their resume
by Friday, September 22, 2000 to:
"In-Home Therapist Positions"
do Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
Family and Community
Intervention Programs
P.O. Box 582
Hopkinsville, KY 42241-0582
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc. is,
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

NECCI
I In. Pox‘i.r ol I mild%

Qualified candidates should submit application to:

FOSTER PARENTS NEEDED IN KENTUCKY

Area Bank
Attn: Human Resources Coordinator
P.O. Box 470
Murray, KY 42071

Help us help a needy child. Thousands of children in
Kentucky are currently in need of out of home care.

Om tact l'irr Wadkirts - (877)444-3091

Old Country Store

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

crackerbarrel.com

EOE

Foster Parents receive up to S1,085 per month reimbursement for each child placed in their home.

FOUR SEASONS

LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OF INDOOR TANNING PRODUCTS

CAREER DAY

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH • 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Will be held at Four Seasons Sales & Service, inc. There will be signs.

WILL BE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING
SALES*
*WITH THE FIRST YEAR AVERAGE EARNING POTENTIAL OF $19.38/HR
*WAREHOUSE
°CUSTOMER SERVICE
*SHIPPING
•PARTS/SERVICE
II
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Help Wanted
"P Wanted

WILL
Clean
Houses
HOUSE Cleaning &
Reasonable Tares. referIroning 474-2131
ences
Will Clean houses and
437-4064
offices 489-2544 after
CLEANING houses is my 5pm or please
leave a
Cali
business Reliable
message
Linda 759-9553

WestView
•, ,

t

Equal Opportunity Employer
Fa-Time Cook - Afternoons:
Complete benefit package.
Opportunity for advancement.
Contact Anne Newberry, Director
Of Food Services © 762-1111

Mediao-A leading national cable provider is looking
for career-minded individuals to fill
several part-time Customer Service
Representative positions. Applicants
should be able to work a flexible schedule
including nights, weekends, and holidays.
Proven customer service experience preferred, but not required. Computer and
telephone skills a plus. Send resume to:
Mecliacom
Attn: Customer Service Manager
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025

Nursing Assistants: Long Term Care
Full and Part-Time - 7-3. 3-11. 11-7
Prefer certified but will train.
10°. Increase for certification,

COMPUTER
PROBLEMS'>
Don t be left out lust
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc' Hard drives
Internet
connections,
software
modems
upgrades, printing problems. whatever I can help'
753-5778
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware. Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MIclWest
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140

KFC

Want to Buy

We are a progressive multi-unit KFC
franchise with over thirty eight years or
proven success in the restaurant. business.
We-are seeking qualified supervisory and
management candidates. We have
immediate openings in the following
areas:
Mayfield & Murray

Benefits include: Health/Dentallife Ins.,
Holiday/Vacation/Sick Pay. Child Care.
Attendance Bonus,
Tuition Reimbursement
Contact Cathleen Haley, RN.
270-762-1591 for more information.
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET. MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

We Offer:
•Competitiye Saimes
•401K with 25% match
*Cafeteria Plan
'Weekly Pay
•Dental Insurance
•Paid Relocations
'Vision Care
•Paid Vacations

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS)
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
S7.25 per hour. All shifts available
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person

'Prescription Drug Cara
▪ & 5 work week oc.ss,cr,
if you qualify •Blue Cross Blue Shield
Insurance
•Drug Free Workplace
*Weekly & Monthly Bonuses
*Back Ground Screenings
•Mysfery Shopper Bonus

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before. 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES. Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns. & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S 12th, Murray
HOMES.
Apartments.
Commercial, Farms Quick
Closings
Baker/
Investments 1 -800-531 2246

Send
Resumes to:
Phillip Marshall
P.O. Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, AL
35404
www.jmfkfc.com

STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877 for details
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 it no answer,
leave message
Appliances
GOOD dependable washe
& dryer GE dryer, standard
size washer. $250. 4896221
Equipment
1967 Dodge 1 ton sharp'
4010 John Deere tractor
with front end loader Call
436-5331, leave message
200
Sports Equipment
1992 CLUB Car Electric
ready to go $1200
759-9260
Musical
KIMBALL Console uprigh
piano Good condition
$850 767-9352

Articles
For Sale

BUILDING
Clearance
Sale Guaranteed lowest
prices Beat next price
increase 20x24 $2800
25x30
$3866
30x40
$5362
35x50 $7568
40x60 $8648
Others
Pioneer
800-668-5422
Since 1980
HARDWICK Gas Stove.
36" wide S80. G.E H.D
Large capacity washer
580 GE HD Sensor
control dryer. $70. Eleven
windows in three sizes,
$15 each. 759-4284

270
Mob% Homes For Sat.

Far Rent

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois 437-3939

2BR, Private Lot 7 miles
East of Murray 436-2582
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mobile Homes For Sate
home

1983 3br, 2 bath
Mobile Home $3600
Call 753-9167 after 3p m
1993 Fleetwood
14x72 2br . 2 bath
610,200.
753-6319.
1994 16x80 with landscaped acre lot 753-0902
please leave message
1997
FLEETWOOD
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building Set
up in Fox Meadows
$17,500 Call 759-1629
after 5p m

VERY Roomy 2br. 2 bath
with garage Appliances
furnished with washer &
dryer Central gas KA lyr
2BR Near MSU $325 lease 1 month deposit No
water furnished Coleman pets 753-2905
RE 759-4118
WOW!
2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
lease No pets $390
759-4826
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/HiA $325 Also 2br,
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
4BR Townhouse Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park
An Exceptional
Community" Spaces available
at
$95()aim°
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up City fire
and police protection, city
transit service Located in
AVAILABLE Sept 1st
the heart of Murray's finest
Exceutive-type duplex
residential area, with all
3br.. 2 full baths
city utilities, including cable
vision No rental homes in All appliances except W/D
907-AN 20th St
park Owner- Occupied
753-8242(home)
only South 16th St at
559-7378 (work)
Canterbury and Westview.
753-3855
1BR Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr. Also 1
LOT for rent 492-8488
br studios near campus.
LOT For Rent. 753-9866
Coleman RE. 759-4118
300
1BR ,
all
appliances
University $325/mo 1yr
Business Rental
lease+ deposit, no pets.
lbr,, furnished downtown
(upstairs) $255/mo 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets
Various size units
2br., furnished downtown
Walnut Plaza
(upstairs). $285/mo. 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets
104 N. 5th
2br, stove. refrigerator, w/d
753-9621
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
north of town. $285/mo tyr
lease+ deposit, no pets
mentS For Rent
753-4937 8-5 M-F.

DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots large metal building
12ft high sliding doors,
plus more 1 mile from
lake 762-0032, 753-9961

1
&
2br
apts
in
Farmington. $295 up.
Includes water, stove,
refrigerator. W/D, dishwasher
No
pets.
References & deposit
required. 345-2748 or 7624483.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1-2, 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.

Aparimsab For Roar

1BR ,
furnished
apt
$225/mo No pets Next to
121 fairgrounds
753-3139

Office Space

12X50
Mobile
52000 489-2979

150

BRYANT hang down gas
heater. 140.000 BTU
Great shape $350 270489-2613.

between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F.
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

/Adis
For Sale
POOL Table $200
753-0507
SPECIAL Edition Rainbow
vacuum cleaner w/ shampooer Extra attachments,
in box, like new 753-6437

Computers

DUPLEX
2Br
1909-B
Westwood Dr Lease No
pets $360 plus deposit
753-8002

No waiting list,
Soutqide Manor Apt-,
1.2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From 5280
2BR From $325
Call Today'
753-8668
Houses For Rent
2, 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2-3 bedrooms on secluded
2 acre wooded lot
$400 @ month
Olive Branch Realty
767-9900
2BR House wicarport &
deck Near hospital Stove
refrigerator, d/w and +y/d,
furnished $375/mo.
753-1769
3BR, 2 bath C/H/A with
laundry
room
$575/
month Call 901-642-0784
NICE 3br house in country.
$500. plus deposit Call
after 6p m. 753-7845
SMALL lbr, newly decorated country home Close to
Lake Possible horse barn
available $295/ month
Security deposit required
270-474-2520
SMALL 2br brick house 1
mile from city limits Hwy
641 S $400 753-6156

EXTRA nice lbr.. 1 bath.
Quiet area, central gas
H/A, appliances furnished
WI washer & dryer. 1 yr
lease. No pets. 753-2905.
FORREST
View
360
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
Storage Rentals
St . now accepting applicafor
tions
2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month. CREEKVIEW STORAGEOffice Hours, 10- 2, M-F. $20-$40 On Center Drive
Call 753-1970. Equal
Behind Tom's Grille
Housing Opportunity.
759-4081

I

THURSDAY, SEIPTEIVIBER 14TH AT 6:00 P. MOM 4m am or
or-fim 4im OiC
S
It
S
For 77/.du.JItip
11.1 ir om
ICa-it.cI.

From The Southwest Corner Of Murray State Universi
ty, Take 16th Street
South To Wiswell Rd, Proceed On West To Martin Chapel
Rd, Turn Left To
Property..Or Proceed On West On Wiswell Rd To
Doran Rd, Turn Left To
Property...Signs Posted!

S'ELLIIVG TO THE HIGHEST 151117OEliffI

/MAIM IlFe
•10-IGt
Atir

THE AUCTION IS
THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 14Th

Pr— .2' ••
ICIrrlfr SEIFIVIGES
SEWEFT
— GAell
— WIZ 7E01
A GREAT INVESTMENT PROPERTY

Auction Will Be Held At
THE CALLOWAY INN
"Old Holiday Inn"
Hwy 641S Murray, KY

AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

UNLIMITED POTENTIAL!!

Oak ales $

Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combinations Of Tracts
Or The Entire Property/

410:

COMPLIMENTARY BAR-8-QUE
& REFRESHMENTS AT 5:00 P.M.

Compliments Of James R. Cash Auction Co.
Everyone Welcome! Under No Obligation!

TRACT # 2
TRACT U 1
6.9402 ACRES

SAWN Portion DI Tract 4 Is Under Lease To
Cher* Leteenurycatoon
For The Calk Tweet Neu 2104 ST.111000 keeeLein

•

11.7457 ACRES
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•
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CASH pot

74, AUCTIONEER P. REAL ESTATE BROKER

270-023-8460 — FANCV IFA
Wr-1-sisrsit tr

•

Each Potential Bidder is Responsible For Conducting His
Or Her Own
Independent Inspections Investigations. Inquires
And Due Diligence
Concerning The Property Lines On Aerial
Piers Show Only The Relative
Locations Of The Tracts Subject To Sale And May Not Be Relied On As An
Exact Location Or Boundary Although All Information In All Advertisements
Is Obtained From sources Deemed Reliable The
Auctioneer Real Estate
Broker And Seller Make No Warranty Or Guarantee
Actual Or Implled As To
The Accuracy 01 The Information tt Is For This Reason
That The Prospective
Buyers Should Avail Themselves The Opportunity To Make inspection Prior
To The Auction Ali Announcements Day Or sale Take
Precedence Over As
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490
ATV's

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NOR'!HWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC Registered German
Shepherds
8wks,
2
females Black & cream
Wormed & shots $250
Call 436-5847
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
440
Lots For Sale

1997
New
chain
Andy
9813

YZ125 2 gas tanks
plastic gold DID
Extremely. nice Call
or Dave 901-364-

4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc
Brand new, automatic
trans priced as low as
$1595 Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813
89 Harley Davidson 1200
50th Anniversary Edition
$890000 436-6126 serious inquiries only
"99" 400 EX Honda
Excellent
condition
$4,600 00 270-492-8156
CLOSE Out Deals on new
99 Husqvarna motorcycles Priced below dealer
cost We have motor cross
& Enduro models in stock
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
stroke Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813

82 JEEP Grand Wagoner
4wd. navy blue with wood
Fully
loaded
panels
Engine has low compression Rebuilt transmission
in 98 $600 753-8252
490

2) 314 acre lots 7 miles
North. Murray 753-1967
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale
270-435-4487.
1-888-673-0040

Used Cars
1977 MGB Fully Restored
$5800 270-354-9321

2BR. 1 bath Duplex. Good
rental history. Great neighborhood 1304 Peggy Ann
S68,500 753-6870.
3BR, 1 bath brick Carport
paved drive, log cabin on
lot also 759-4659 910
Bee Creek Dr
3BR. home 804 N 17th
New carpet & interior paint.
Financing available w/ no
down payment. Monthly
payments of 5361. P & I for
30yrs at 7.259., if you
qualify. Priced $52,900
270-825-4622
270-825-0778.

1990 NISSAN Maxima
Good Condition Asking
$4800 Call 753-1916, 8-5.
ask for Debra 489-2544,
after 5p m
1991 LINCOLN
Continental 753-3619,
759-0460 Speak to Rick
1991 SAAB 9,000 CD
Turbo White CD, $3950
759-4100
1992 CHRYSLER Fifth
Avenue 4dr. loaded. 1
owner 753-7394
1993 Nissan Myna GLE
All options including AM
FM/ CD heads up display,
local car $5,900 Call
753-9761
Nice,
1998 COROLLA
automatic security system,
power windows & locks
New tires, asking $11,500
753-1940
85 Mercury Grand
Marquis LS
Excellent condition
$125000 OBO
270-435-4032
96 Cadillac Sedan Deville
Excellent condition 4926141 after 5PM
WANTED: 1965 GTO
270-759-0120.
WHITE 91 Mercury Grand
Loaded, new
Marquis
tires 60.xxx miles. extra
clean. 753-0114

1979 FORD Ecoline Runs 1990 FORD Probe LX
good $800 obo 1985 Good condition $3200
Chevy
Corsica
Runs obo Call 759-4265
good $800 obo
489-2287
Used Trucks
1988 FORD Taurus. Needs
work on steering, heater
core & brakes 130,xxx
miles $750
753-4573

1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
with large deck & 2 car
garage with open floor
plan Priced to sell at
$109.000 For an appointment call
270-759-9874 or
309-837-1334

Used Cars

1977 FORD pick up Goer
farm truck $500
270-354-9321

NEW HOME
By Owner
3,400 sq. ft. of living space • C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres• 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • oak cabinets. $167.500.

527-5460 or 354-8966

1988 CHEVY Silverado
Red swb 4 3 liter. V-6. 4
speed
with overdrive
Excellent condition $4500
Call 753-8255
1994 GMC Sonoma Utility
bed. AC, AM/FM, cruise.
tilt. $2800 436-2731 or
436-2457

$99,900.00

•

GREAT 1st home for
young couple. 3br, 2 bath
brick Priced in the $70's.
Call 753-3903.
NEW 3br, 21/2 bath house
Dr. In
Fleetwood
on
Campbell Est. Must see to
appreciate. Will consider
reasonable offer. Call
753-3903.
NO Longer Pending. 3BR.
2 bath, brick. On 142
• acres. 5 miles from KY
Lake at Elm Grove. New
roof, completely remodeled. 270-395-4448.
TWO Story Brick. 3br, 3
bath. 2 acres
West
Country Call 435-4214
HEDUCtU7 NewTy decorated 4 bedroom, 2 bath
brick 1.5 story home
1 5+/- acre shady corner
lot 12 minutes from Mayfield, 10 minutes from
MSU.
Harris Real Estate
& Auction. Mayfield, KY
Call Gale Cooper today
•
247-7738
Pager 1-270-391-0121

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
ANTENNAS
Including
Offered
RV's. TV Towers rotors.
amplifiers
and accesAAA CUSTOM BUILT
sories
Decks, Home Additions.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Satellite Systems Sales
Garages. Carports, Pole
Service and Installation
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Beasley's Antenna
Hardwood
Floors
Fencing.
& Satellite
&
Finished
Installed
500 N 4th St, Murray, KY
Workmanship
Quality
502-759-0901,
Affordable
Rates
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Licensed
Travis Asphalt
753-7860 753-9308
Sealing
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
•Driveways
tree work, cleaning out
•Parking lots
sheds, gutters, etc
•Striping
436-2867

CARPORTS for cars ana
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hall 436-2113

US Coast Guard docu$12,900 obo
mented
753-9826

1997 0DGE Ram Ext
Cab - 2wd, SLT 37,xxx
miles Many options Nice
truck $14,900 753-9903

15
Fiberglass Fishing
Boat 50hp Mercury with
power trim Trolling motor,
depth finder Garage kept
$2000 759-1094 or
753-9544 after 5p m

CL

Global Mortgage Link
ym- 5110W US:
•.Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100'; loan, no money
11 I
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645

FENCING

TUCKER LAWN CARE

Midway Fence Company
Chain link custom wood
privacy fences installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dtckie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

759-9444

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

Lamb Brothers
'?-----r-Nas -3 Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED
.1;
1
.1
.k

Fr,,e Estirruir• .

Tr.'.

24 Hr Sense('

Cleanup Sert

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

.'mming

Hedge Trimming Full Line (if
Equipment
1 Tree & Stump
Pistil Lamb
Remora!

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

•Vin)l Siding & 1.encing •Altthile lliiiiics
•Brick •All F‘ternal Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
•We t se Hot Water •Parking I eN & I ht‘ewip,.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

it,( le,/////04"

- 3Ve Spc,(

Phone (27111 759-4734

David Borders

HOME
FURNISHINGS

A
Approx. 2,200 sq. ft. living space. 3
bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, laundry room,
great room/gas fireplace, master
suite/downstairs, 2 bedrooms/full bath
upstairs, 2 car garage. near golf
course/country club, in the city limits
of Benton, near Purchase Parkway.
beautiful neighborhood.

Call (270) 527-9166 or
(270) 527-2211 For Appointment

YARD-TECH
•FALL lawn power
seeding
*Landscape maintenance
*Mums and mulching.
.437-4723

GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
11114
&
1 1 "r1 71 1 .1 1 -

SERVICES
Mowing. trimming. leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching. aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates.
759-9609

S..S/7ELD0

6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

HANDYWORK, odd lobs
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl wanted No lob too small
Siding Quality Work Free Give us a call Yes we paint
Estimates Over 25 Years houses Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
Gerald
Experience.
Walters 753-2592
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS

1 1I

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling or lust replac
ing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

CONCRETE Finishing

FREE ESTIMATES
Carpentry,
ALL
753-2279
building
Electrical. Home
remodeling
additions,
BACKHOE SERVICE
Rotten floors, sagging ROY HILL Septic system,
roofs Home & Mobile drive-ways, hauling, founvinyl
siding dations etc 436-2113
repair,
Call Larry
References
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353

Boats & Motors

ALMO HeVits 2br, 1 bath
WiD hookup, carport, 1
acre lot Priced to selll
Great yard & garden spot
753-6269. 8-5
before We list with a realtor- Check out this 3br. 2
full bath, 1 1,2 car garage
Brick home which includes
a storage building, fenced
backyard, screened back
porch Very nice, quiet
neighborrtbod in the city
limits. To rent- 5750/
month Rent to own- $850/
month Call 759-1693

Offered

32FT Gibson house boat

1997 CHEVY Z-71 Ext
Cab 4x4 white w/ tan
leather
Loaded
local
truck New rubber, garage
kept Very nice $19,900
759-4166

FOR SALE BY OWNER
121 KY ABRAM
BENTON, KY 42025

& Motors

Used Trucks

David's Home Improvement Need Furniture? Bedding?

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

P/us...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

SERVICES OFFERED

PAINTERS

HUGH YARD SALE

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 ..Sat. 9-4

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Sept. 7- Sept 10
Thurs 12 - 6, Fri. & Sat. 8-6. Sun 12-5
Missing Hill Resort from Murray go through
New Concord to New Mt. Carmel Church on
121 S., Turn left, follow signs to Missing Hill
54 cal. T/C Hawkins Muzzle Load
with many accessories, toys, summer & winter
clothes, shoes, smail appliances.
too many items to list!

Interior & Decorative Painting

Rainbow Rooms
More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Instruction
• Stenciling • Faux Finishes • Free rzstimates

41-darnb"mrheri v,-Moving--Licensed & Insured

(4 Family)
Hwy. 94 E to
1346, Follow Signs.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m. - Noon
Glassware, furniture,
antiques, twin girls &
other clothes, cigarette collectibles,
tons of misc

DON'T

Worth the dove

474-8022

FORGET
Deadline
For
Grandparent's
Day
Photos is
Sept. 7
at 3 p.m.

LAKE LAND PAINTING
*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
•SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULTI-SPEC CO:ATINGS

753-45895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

STORAGE SPACE

CONSTRUCTION

30,000 sq. ft. available

Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center
Call Mike Falconite

270-5344006

EXCAVATING. BULLDOZER
• DIRT PLAN
'WILL DIG CATFISH PONDS

ST. CONSTRUCTION,LLC
1867 Conner Road • Clinton, KY 42031

Phone (270)653-3300
Seth Conner

Tina Conner

ASPH,41,T
211A/NTEAAN(T

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

1244 State Route 121 North

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS• SERVICE STATIONS

siaidad e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD a
We Service All Brands
Cer1i

TV.•1 111(21 l'r4'

,

GUARANI/ i rr's. 1/4 / KM
& WORK.1i,1A ////'

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL/ INC.

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
ectalizing i Cactorn WO,kro%74.7Siiip
'(•tSTOM HOMES
• PRAY PAINTING
- PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATERPROOFING

With Aix Am/ PO/ ,I, t1i:

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

759-1552

,.., _

that roh t,ottr asphalt ol Itself'

Cross Country Or Local

Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

YARD SALE

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)
ph,,„, „.,,,,r,..,, „„., .. ,
,,,,d..i."..• ,A..,,, p.,,,..t"", li
and ittatt othet harmlul tat.trs

953
Asphalt Doctor

Call U5270-7591
r

'
44 *
4

tr.
„.. •

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

LI,e, se •I,A02182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business In Our
Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916 To Get More
Information.

The

lt,,.te 21 1, ,,,, !

('a'ural,
Owttcr

RI,IIIIIC

CARPET(3
FLOORING
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD• CARPET

5
•

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
-4

2x2 - $205-2x4 - $410

WE

Visit Our Showroom Today

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
CA

1001 Whitnell

2
cr

Avenue

Murray, KY 42071
Fax 12701 753-1927

NNW=

DO!Over 34 Yettortt
Experlencet

Ft

COY R

-.0,

(
;
1
0

I3

Ni 17 nee eue
*
erreI, Tom Tsvicv ge
.5,1r rarrk
4szei KY
13dh1V.0•000MCI8VH •lANIA • 3111 (0100.3111 DiVivil

753-7728
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 76-year-old
wife has pancreatic cancer that has
spread to her lungs and liver. She has
been on extensive chemotherapy for
six months, with great suffering.
Recent tests revealed that the liver
lesions have somewhat regressed, the
pancreas is unchanged and that there
are new lymph glands in her abdomen
that have been involved. Moreover,
she is anemic, her platelets are low
and she requires transfusions every
two weeks. Since there is no cure for
pancreatic cancer, why should she
endure more fruitless therapy?
DEAR READER: Why indeed? Your
wife has shown enormous determination and courage in battling a ferocious and incurable malignancy. I
commend her. I'm not sure I'd have
the guts to survive what she has survived, given the fact that pancreatic
cancer - especially if it has metastasized (spread) to adjacent organs -is
incurable by our pitifully inadequate
methods of therapy.
At the risk of sounding arrogant and
insensitive, I recommend - based on
your limited information - that you,
your wife and the family accept the
inevitable: Your wife's illness is terminal. By this I mean that you need to
take care of unfinished business,
resolve necessary issues and agree
that there has been a good fight - but
that now surrender seems inevitable.
Allow your wife to say "enough."
Request that her doctors prescribe
whatever medication she needs for
comfort. Involve your clergyman.
Obtain hospice care or visiting-nurse
monitoring. Most important: Bring the
family together. Be there. Express your
love. Reinforce your conviction that she
will not be allowed to suffer, I lost a
mother to cancer and I know how
important these issues are, especially,
the privilege of saying, "I've had
enough. Make me comfortable, please."
All too often, we choose to ignore the
pleas of the dying, the heartfelt
requests of the terminally ill. Doctors
want to maintain life - sometimes at
any cost. Family members may be
unable - or unwilling - to accept the
obvious, even though their loved one is
experiencing unnecessary agony that
could easibr be remedied with medication. In my view, in a terminal situation,
existence is not the issue; quality of life
and freedom from pain are what is
important. When and if I reach that
point, I pray that my family and physi-

DEAR ABBY

cians will be sensitive and realistic
enough to allow me to die in peace,
without unnecessary pain. Your wife
appears to have reached that point.
My most intense and overwhelming
feelings reach out to you. Do what you
have to do.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I cannot sleep.
Although I take allergy medication I
do not feel drowsy at night. I have
heard about Ambien, but my doctor is
reluctant to prescribe it. Is it safe?
DEAR READER: Doctors deal with
the common complaint of insomnia on
a daily basis.
For the most part, insomnia is a
self-limiting, temporary condition,
usually related to stress or anxiety. In
some cases, however, it is a chronic,
distressing symptom.
I don't have a problem prescribing
temporary use of sleep aids. However,
chronic dependence on these medications could, in theory, be dangerous.
Therefore, I limit my prescriptions for
sleeping pills.
In my experience, Ambien is a safe
medicine. I regularly prescribe it to
patients who use the, medication
responsibly and carefully. Ask your
doctor to explain his reluctance to
prescribe it; he has more information
than I do about your health and general welfare. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health
Report
"Sleep/Wake
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn

DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK

being married soon, so what's the
big deal? What should I do?
IN LOVE IN FLORIDA

DEAR ABBY: I just had to write
after reading the letter from the
lady who signed herself, "Tired of
All This Misbehaving.*
I am 80, and I found her remarks
offensive. When I was retired by my
employer, I couldn't manage on my
Social Security check. I tried to find
another job, but no one wanted to
hire me at my age.
A male acquaintance retired
soon after, and realized that he,
too, didn't have the funds to keep
his apartment. I had a five-bedroom townhouse, and thought of
renting out some rooms. However,
a lawyer friend .told me that if I
advertised for roomers I would
have to rent to anyone who had the
money; I could not pick and choose.
I was afraid to do that because I
would continue to live there,too.
So I invited this man, who was a
trusted neighbor, to share my home
and expenses. This way we both
could live in comfort, and it would
cost us less money. We go shopping
and attend church together. We
also visit friends who are now in
nursing homes. We have never
slept together or had sex.
I know of other seniors who have
similar arrangements so they can
live decently and not go broke in
the bargain. Recently, another
senior male has joined us. We share
expenses and household chores so
it's easier on all of us. We get along
like a family of sisters and brothers. Marrying just so outsiders
won't criticize one's living arrangement is not always the right thing
to do.
Please print this, Abby. I want
people to know that it isn't always
"living in sin" or "shacking up" as
that lady thinks.
AN ABBY FAN
IN PENNSYLVANIA

DEAR IN LOVE: Don't force
your help on your fiancee after
she has refused it. This could be
an important learning experience for her, and it's a chance
for you to see her level of ingenuity and perseverance. I
respect her stance and for not
taking the easy way out. For the
time being, be patient and keep
your checkbook closed.
axe

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend
whose husband tries to scare his 2year-old child by jumping out of
closets, from behind trees, etc.
I have seen the child tremble, cry
and turn pale. The man thinks it is
a "fun time" with his child.
What do you think of his behavior? He will see your answer.
CONCERNED IN PHOENIX
DEAR CONCERNED: I hope
you'll make sure he sees it.
There is nothing "fun" about
traumatizing a child. The father
is sadistic, and he should consult with a psychotherapist to
understand why he gets pleasure out of his child's pain, and
to learn firsthand how damaging his "scare tactics" are.
If he refuses to stop, he
should be reported to Children's Protective Services.
•••
What teens need to know about sex.
drugs. AIDS, and getting along with peers
and parents is in "What Every Teen
Should Know." To order, send a businesssized, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for 13.95 194.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet.
P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris. IL 61054°447.(Postage is included.)

Ten years ago
Published Is a picture of former
New York Yankees' pitcher
Tommy John autographing a poster
for II-year-old Cory Martin while
his father, Bobby Martin, looks on.
John spoke at Murray State University Curtis Center Sept. 4. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Mark Cooper.
Jennifer Lynn Geurin and Chad
Dallas Stubblefield were married
June 15 at New Concord Church of
Christ.
Births reported include a girl to
William Barry and Cynthia Lynne
Vaughan, Aug. 28.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of a
worker "dampproofing" the concrete blocks on the new addition to
South Central Bell's central office
building on Olive Street. Bobby Joe
Wade, foreman in the central office, said ale addition will house
new equipment for the telephone
company.
Lisa Overcast, Jill Rowland,
Shelly Ward, Lisa Lewellyn, Greg
Workman, Melissa 'Manning and
Russ Workman participated in the
Kentucky 4-H Horse Show held at
Louisville.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hodges,
Aug. 21.
Thirty years ago
Terry Boggess, Sandra Stark,
Kim Smith, Janet Usrey, Jill Falwell, Larry Tucker, Jerry Tucker
and Gary Harper, all of Kirksey 4H Club, received blue ribbons for
entries at the Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville.

DEAR FAN: I'm please to
print your letter. As I said to
CONTRACT BRIDGE
the woman whose letter
prompted yours, "Seniors who
live together choose to do so for
a variety of reasons, which are
usually well thought out." PeoSouth dealer.
about West's hand from his fourple should not judge others.
Neither'side vulnerable.
spade bid, and he can put this
NORTH
knowledge to valuable use during
•Q
the play.
DEAR ABBY: My fiancee is havK 1082
Assume West leads the king of
ing financial.problems. I want to
•J 8 4 3
help her, but she insists that 1
spades and shifts to a club. Since
4A Q 106
shouldn't because she'll be mad at
South must lose a heart in any
me. I really want to help her. I don't
WEST
EAST
case, his sole problem is to escape
like to see her struggle, and I have
4AK•1109 7 4 2 +63
a trump loser. Ifhe plays normally
the money to do it - plus, we're
V 95
II A 7 4
— that is, if hashes the A-K of
•Q 10 6
•9
diamcnds — he will make the conIC)AA I IL_Y
+83
4J 9 7 5 2 tract if the trumps divide 2-2 or
C:80 WI I
S
SOUTH
either defender has the singleton
Et L_ClfslIDIE
+85
queen.
V Q J63
However,with West marked by
AFTER A.L.L. Ti4ESE
•A K 7 5 2
START
the bidding with seven or eight
I'M WARNING
WHAT
THE PHONE COMPANY,
YEARS,IF YOU DON'T) WALICIN'
YOU,MR DITHERS,
ARE THE
+K4
THE LiTiLITY COMPANY,
spades, he is far more likely to
GIVE ME A
MY BOY!'
THREE MAJOI2
AND THE FINANCE
THREE
The
bidding:
have one or no diamonds than to
•
RAISE, I'M
'
COMPANIES
COMPANY
COMPANIES7
South West North East
have two. If he has none, South is
ARE AFTER
1•
4+
5•
AllPass a dead duck whatever he does, so
Awl 1--IAE
sr.A
Opening lead — king ofspades.
he should proceed on the assumpWf
tion that West has a singleton. And
• •,01
Usually, when a player makes if West does have a singleton, it is
a bid — or a series of bids — he is twice as likely to be the nine or ten
trying to describe his hand to his as the queen.
partner as accurately as he can.In
Accordingly, declarer should
doing so, though, he cannot help win the club with dummy's queen
revealing his hand to the enemy at at trick two and lead the jack of
the same time. The opponents diamonds, planning to let it ride if
also have ears, and they can't help East follows low. If East covers
CAT
listening in on what is intended as with the queen and West produces
a private conversation.
the nine or ten, South should plan
7 ME .1 1. 1 au.)HAT COULD
COACHED YOU THROUGH r
TVE GROWN!
LIFE'S MOST
OH,
As a result, both sides are fre- to return to dummy for a diamond
IT HURT If
IT
9EARS WITH IRVIN& 11 TIr 700 OLD MR 1111S! i HA, HA f.
IMPOSSIBLE
quently able to take advantage of finesse.
I DATED
COULD
CATHY! rm OVER IT '!!' 1
I Am NOT
IT WON'T
ROLE:
knowledge gleaned from the adIn the actual hand,this method
IRVIN& A
HURT
I'VE MOVED OW
BE LIKE,
GIRLFRIEND
verse
bidding.
Thus,
in
the
present
of
play succeeds, and South makes
INTERESTE
,1111TLE
D"
ME!! '
•.
, IT u4A5
Of THE
case, South learns a great deal the contract.
I CHARLENE '›
1 BUORE!
GIRLFRIEND.
Tomorrow: More points schmoints.
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02000 King Features Syndicate Inc

The Percentage Play

(„44-"qm

7

r

CROSSWORDS
42 Chimney
carbon
43 Genetic
material
(abbr.)
45 Sinned
against
48 Printer's
measure
50 Author Jean

ACROSS

FOR 131E-1-11rEIR cor WORSE
LHTI'JA6 IT LIKE
WORKING FOR YOUR
o%uNT Rusk! AL Li
Sur-AMER?
AND 1i007
,
14

•
Mq FOLKS E500(6HT A I HAD NO LIFE THIS
SOMME R,CANcleic.
TOLI AN'Hotssy SHOP
- SO GUESS WHO
WORKED THERE ALL
DA 1/1 - THEN I 1...)01UED
AT ME&A FOOD
F1T NIGHT

ALSO,ANTHoNlq AN'I
BROKE OP -r -'s
OFFICIAL. WE.
A6REe10 IT SHOULD
ENE
OYER

HE CALLED.

•

a.

AND I THINK IT'S SAFE TO
ASSUME WHERE IT WENT

I'M NOT THE ONE WITH
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
ON MY TONGUE

1 TV network
4 Exclamation
expressing
wonder .
6 Stylet
11 Messenger
of the gods
13 Actor
Redford
15 Engineer's
deg.
16 A Shaw
18 'Othello"
villain
19 Alphabet
sequence
21 Sea birds
22 Symbol for
scandium
23 To such
degree
26 Vandal
29 Hearth
31 S-shaped
molding
33 Hebrew letter
34 Irrational
37 Calls for
39 Sodium
symbol
40 Care for

DON'T BE
TOO SURE...

1
15

1=1 E.INr.iUlir

I SAW THAT IT'S TIME
WE ALL TAKE A CLOSER
LOOK AT SOME Cf OUR CHERISHED iN5TITaiCIN5!
r

00K CLOSER\ I Y
1
KII7, AND I'LL'
DROP A 13RiCK
60 _Leru.
I
4=:=040L:i
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6 Indicate
beforehand
7 Artificial
language
8 Kimono
sashes
9 Ocean shore
10 Work unit
12 Mother
14 As far as

DOWN
1 'Mask" star
2 Insects
3 Grad -to-be
4 " Johnny('
5 Houston
ballplayer
III7

8

9

10

115
14
Mil
16

111
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in
2IIUU
19 U20
•
24
III
26 27 29
0
29 30
1138 ill
34
35 36
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51 52 53
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 6,
the 250th day of 2000. There are
116 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 6. 1901, President
McKinley was shot and mortally
wounded by anarchist Leon Czolgosz at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1837. the Oberlin Collegiate
Institute of Ohio went co-educational.
In 1948, the coronation of Queen
Juliana of the Netherlands took
place.
In 1952, Canadian television
broadcasting began in Montreal.
In 1966, South African Prime
Minister Hendrik Verwoerd was
stabbed to death by a deranged
page during a parliamentary session in Cape Town.
In 1970, Palestinian guerrillas
seized control of three jetliners
which were later blown up on the
ground in Jordan after the passengers and crews were evacuated.
In 1975, Czechoslovak tennis
star Martina Navratilova, in New
York for the U.S. Open, requested political asylum.
In 1997, Britain bade farewell
to Princess Diana with a funeral
service at Westminster Abbey.
One year ago: In Detroit, striking teachers and the school board
agreed on a tentative agreement
aimed at ending a weeklong walkout. (The teachers ratified the contract two days later.)
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5V- - carte
54 'Runaway
Bride" star
56 Thin porridge
58 For example
(Latin abbr.)
59 Melodic
61 Flightless
bird
63 Take another
spouse
64 Attached to
65 Click beetle
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Mrs. Rosezella Outland retired
from Calloway County Health Department after serving for 40 years.
Many of these years she served
without pay working with her husband, the late Dr. J.A. Outland,
county health officer.
Forty years ago
Henry Holton has been named
as 1960-61 fund drive chairman by
the board of directors of Murray.
Calloway County United Fund
Drive. A budget of $22,800 has
been set for the year.
Airman Jerry R. Nelson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Nelson,
has been assigned to Offutt AFB,
Nebraska, after completing basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. O.J. Jennings and a boy to Mr.
Mrs. Berlie Lassiter.
Fifty years ago
Sixteen draftees were scheduled
to leave this morning for physical
examinations, but were released
until further notice because of the
strike of drivers of the bus line, according to T.O. Turner, chairman
of Calloway County Draft Board.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dunn, Sept. 4; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Logan
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Johnston, Sept. 5.
"Max Churchill seen driving a
small automobile that just about
comes up to his knees. As usual he
was having a whale of a time,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray," by James C. Williams, general manager.
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17 Data
20 Curry and
Robbins
24 Tidy
25 Oedipus 27 Capable of
(2 wds.)
28 Bird's home
29 Posterior
30 - - even
keel
32 Comfort
35 Recent
36 Angered
38 Concluding
Passage
41 Sullen
44 Eagle's nest
46 Nerve (comb.
form)
47 Collect
gradually
49 Cat's cry
52 Actor Jason
53 Ma- turing
agent
54 Southern St
55 Make a
mistake
57 Army off.
60 Selenium
sYmboi
62 Cyprinoid fish
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